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PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTION

IS

underway. As I write this, the nominating conventions have just ended. As you
read it, the debates are probably about to start.
It has been a long political season, and most of
us are tired of it already. This general election
campaign promises to be among the loudest and
nastiest in recent years. Many Republican voters are energized, but by dislike of the president
rather than by enthusiasm for their own nominee,
and the Romney campaign will do everything
it can to feed this negative energy. President
Obama's campaign, not to be outdone, appears
to have decided that, rather than running on the
president's record, it will focus on attacking the
Republican candidate. There seems to be little
hope of the campaign becoming the thoughtful national debate we need to have about many
pressing issues, such as federal spending priorities and taxation policy.
The nominating conventions, however,
surprised me. Both, of course, had the typical
convention fare. There were candidate biography
videos, shot in soft light, full of production
values but empty of content. Both featured overthe-top partisan attacks on the other party's
candidates. And there were balloons and confetti
and bands and delegates in funny hats dancing
awkwardly in the aisles. But there also were the
two nominees' acceptance speeches, and it was
the contrast between these two speeches that I
found surprising. While neither was received as
particularly strong by the media talking heads
or by the general public, the two convention's
culminating orations struck me as offering a surprisingly clear choice between two visions of our
country and its future.
4
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Governor Romney's speech, in truth, seemed
a bit rough around the edges, and one recent
media report (Politico, "How Mitt Romney
Stumbled;' September 16, 2012) indicated that
it was cobbled together at the last minute. But
the speech still succeeded at one level; it offered
a clear and forceful version of classic American
individualism, although one colored by Romney's
career in the business world. America, the governor told us, was built by a certain kind of people,
by "... the ones who wanted a better life:' The
freedoms guaranteed by our constitution make
it possible for individuals who possess unique
drive and energy to build better lives for themselves and for their families. By making better
lives for themselves, these entrepreneurial leaders create jobs and opportunities that give others
a chance to make their lives better, too.
This vision of America, though highly individualistic, is not entirely devoid of a sense of
community. In his speech, Governor Romney
also stressed the importance of communities like
families and churches, at one point even saying
that "the strength and power and goodness of
America has always been based on the strength
and power and goodness of our communities:'
But the importance of these communities is in
a secondary, supporting role. Americans look
to their faith and families for "joy and support:'
They create a safety net that gets them through
hard times, but, more importantly, they provide
the stable foundation upon which the entrepreneur builds.
When the nation faces a crisis, Governor
Romney believes that the solution will be found
not in the reassertion of communal values, but
in the achievements of individual endeavor.
Now, in this time of economic hardship, is the
moment when "we can stand up and say, 'I am an
American, I make my destiny:" America's problems will not be solved by social cooperation
but by entrepreneurs who set their own courses
and embrace competition, by men and women
of vision and creativity who confidently take
the risks necessary to make their own dreams
become reality. "It is the genius of the American
free enterprise system to harness the extraordinary creativity, and talent and industry of the

American people with a system that is dedicated
to creating prosperity, not trying to redistribute
to day's:'
President Obama's speech to the Democratic
National Convention a week later initially was
received coolly. Media pundits used words like
"solid" and "workmanlike" to describe a speech
that suffered from the inevitable comparison to
then-Senator Obama's 2008 acceptance speech
in front of some 80,000 supporters in Denver's
Invesco Field. But the president's 2012 speech was
better crafted than Governor Romney's speech,
and with its emphasis on community it struck
a clear contrast between the two candidates. To
be sure, President Obama's communalism is
blended with classic American individualism,
just as Governor Romney's individualism rests on
communalism. Early in his speech, the president
spoke of America as a nation that was built by
people who understood the value of hard work
and with an economy driven by "innovative businessmen." Later in the speech, he added, "We
insist on personal responsibility, and we celebrate
individual initiative. We're not entitled to success.
We have to earn it:'
But for President Obama, free-market competition functions within a context of shared values,
values that limit the market's scope and that ensure
an equal starting line for everyone in the race.
For President Obama, the grand American bargain is not just a promise that hard work will be
rewarded; it also entails a commitment to ensuring
that "everyone gets a fair shot and everyone does
their fair share:' America is a society that gives
everyone a chance to be an entrepreneur, and the
task of creating a society of opportunity for all will
require an effort in which every American must
take part. The president also suggests that ensuring opportunity for all might not be enough, that
free-market competition creates inequalities we
cannot tolerate. Those who have succeeded the
most must be asked to pay higher taxes so that we
as a society can help those who have succeeded
less obtain a good education, quality health care
and home ownership.
All of this will be accomplished, the president
insists, through cooperation rather than through

competition. "We ... believe in something called
citizenship, a word at the very heart of our founding, a word at the very essence of our democracy,
the idea that this country only works when we
accept certain obligations to one another and to
future generations:'
In political campaigns today, every event is
carefully stage managed. Speeches are crafted by
professional wordsmiths, and every line is vetted
in front of focus groups. The campaign often is
less concerned with the message of the speech
in its entirety than with the potential effect of
each sound bite the media might extract from
it and replay the next day. Yet somehow both of
these speeches managed to communicate something genuine and significant to us about the two
men giving them and their basic differences. For
Governor Romney, America is a land that offers
opportunity to anyone who wants to work for
it and is willing to take a chance. For President
Obama, America is a people who must work
together to provide opportunity to all.
I may be thinking too much like a political
philosopher who reads too many books about the
debate between liberal and republican notions of
liberty. This election will not advance any grand,
philosophic debates any more than it will determine the future of American democracy, but this
tension between two ways of thinking about freedom is itself an essential part of the American
political tradition. Since the debate over the
Constitution, through the Civil War, the Gilded
Age, and ever since, Americans have argued with
one another about what liberty really means and
about what collective responsibility we as a people have to ensure equality in both the enjoyment
of that liberty and the fruits that it bears. That
debate continues, even if our present approach
to conducting it is not always particularly constructive. As voters we wanted more specifics,
more details about where spending can be cut or
exactly whose taxes might be raised. What we got
was mostly noisy stagecraft, but behind it all the
great American debate continues, and we areafter all-left with a clear choice to make.-'t
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Called to the Unbidden
Saving Vocation from the Market
Jason A. Mahn

I

N HIS RECENT WHAT MoNEY CAN'T BuY: THE

Moral Limits of Markets, American political
philosopher Michael Sandel points to hundreds
of cases where encroachments of "the Market" on
goods that used to be priceless have corroded our
civic values and our sense of civic togetherness.
Some of the Market's expansions are irksome but
perhaps morally inconsequential: the trend toward
monetizing gifts through those once-tacky gift
cards, the scalping of campsite tickets for Yosemite
National Park, or the corporate renaming of professional baseball parks. Others are more ethically
alarming: the sale of the right to immigrate, the
offer of cash to female drug addicts if they undergo
sterilization, or the rise of the viatica! industry,
through which a terminally ill person sells his or
her life insurance to a third party who then makes
money when the terminal person dies-the sooner
the death, the bigger the profit (Sandel2012, 35-37,
62-62, 136-49).
Sandel's primary objection to the expansion of
market forces into the civil realm is that putting a
price on public goods or "incentivizing" consumers
to choose the right thing to do (lose weight, stop
smoking, care about the environment) does not
simply add external motivations to internal ones
but actually corrodes the latter. We no longer do
what is good because it is good or right or helpful
to those in need. We do it because we are paid. And
when those payments cease to be worth our effort,
we stop doing it altogether (84-91). While shared
goods presently sell off at surprising rates, Sandel's
concerns are not new. Some twenty years ago, Larry
Rasmussen foresaw how the Market beguiles us
into believing that obligation to others is fulfilled
6
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through calculated self-interest (Rasmussen 1993,
61-76). Some two centuries before that, Adam
Smith himself insisted that capitalism could help
humans flourish only so long as nonmarket civic
virtues restricted the domain and curbed the ternperament of economic exchange (Smith 1976, in
Rasmussen 1993, 41-45). 1 If Sandel and Rasmussen
are right, the time when these civil virtues could
serve this role is passing or past.
I begin with Sandel and company in an essay
about Christian vocation because their work helps
highlight a parallel trend that is also already upon
those of us in church-affiliated colleges and universities. Language of vocation seems ubiquitous
in those settings-especially since 1999 when Lilly
Endowment, Inc. began giving millions of dollars in
grant money to schools to examine the link between
faith and vocational choices. The fact that a leading
pharmaceutical company financed a good deal of
vocational reflection over the past decade does not
in itself degrade that reflection. But the fact that, in
these trying economic times, church-related colleges increasingly point to education-for-vocation
as a distinctive "trademark" should raise theological scruples.
Sanctifying Work

In the Middle Ages, having a "vocation'' or "calling" was reserved for those professional Christians
bound to the priesthood or nunnery or monastery;
they ("the religious") alone were called. Since the
Reformation, vocation more commonly has come
to designate anyone and everyone's duty to serve
the neighbor and uphold the structures of God's

world, often through paid work. For Luther or
Calvin, the primary function of vocation language
was to show how various stations or offices that
Christians found themselves assuming were not
devoid of God's presence and guidance. When the
bricklayer lays brick, he (or she today) helps uphold
God's left-hand kingdom, sometimes by keeping at
bay the forces of evil that otherwise rule it, always
by serving others through a particular trade or
charge. Almost any office or station in life thereby
becomes christened, not by contributing directly to
the work of the Gospel but by restraining evil, preserving order, and serving others.
In more recent history, this sanctioning function of vocation language changes somewhat as
"vocation'' expands to characterize not only the
tasks and offices that one has already assumed (usually by necessity), but also the process of discerning
which particular jobs, commitments, and service
one should assume. "Vocation'' thereby moves
from the indicative to the imperative. To be called
ceases to be the backward justification of the work
in which one is involved and becomes the discernment, usually by the young, of the lives and jobs to
which they feel called. So, whereas Luther's burning vocation question was, "whether soldiers, too,
could be saved"-that is, whether lives and tasks
that seem peripheral or antithetical to the gospel
still find place in the wider purposes of God-now
the questions become, "What does God want of
me?" "What should I do in order to best serve God
and neighbor?" Or, most compactly, "Who am I
going to be?" Without having to mark any watershed moment of this development, it is safe to say
that it broadly parallels the process of industrialization and the diversification of labor, and then the
rise of the professions, along with the creation of
the modern university in which students choose
courses of study that lead to chosen careers that
have been selected in part-we hope-by discerning God's "call:'
In spite of this development, it would seem
that the language of vocation or calling today, when
used by Christians at all, still risks becoming retrospectively justifying no less than with Luther's
soldier. Only now what gets christened are the
choices and plans that we have made rather than
the circumstances in which we find ourselves. If

the older language of vocation enables a soldier
(or mother or bricklayer) to transform her or his
fate into destiny, the language today risks enabling
a student to justify her preferences and personal
choices as obedience to God. This is especially true
to the degree that the "voice" that one hears gets
wholly internalized-as our talk of authenticity
("just listen to your true self!") so often suggests.
Disconnected from the perceivable needs of the
neighbor or the well-being of a community, the

If the older language of vocation
enables a soldier (or mother or
bricklayer) to transform her or
his fate into destiny, the language
today risks enabling a student to
justify her preferences and personal
choices as obedience to God.
voice of God risks getting confused within our own
loud longings.
The answer to this risk is to reinvigorate and
reconfigure the language of vocation, as is being
done at Christian colleges and universities, with
and without major grants. Students are taught to
identify not only their passions and talents but also
the deep needs of the world, ensuring that "their"
calling does not begin and end with them alone.
This is important work, and we need more of it.
Still, a more recent and related development makes
the restoration of vocational discernment increasingly difficult.
Marketing Vocation

The difficulty rests precisely in the trend toward
the privatization, incentivization, and commodification of what were once shared, public goods,
as well as the risk this trend poses for the goods
and aims of education, as discerned by Martha
Nussbaum. Like Sandel and Rasmussen, Nussbaum
traces our expanding Market's corrosive effects.
Her book, Not for Profit: Why Democracy Needs
Michaelmas 2012
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the Humanities (2010), documents the particular
corrosion that worldwide pursuits for profitability
have on humanistic education and its promise to
educate for citizenship and democracy. When the
goal of education becomes exclusively or primarily the promotion of economic growth, the skills
and dispositions that are at the center of human-

Can vocational discernment-a
practice which is, at bottom,
theological and even prayerful
and pastoral in concern-resist
getting absorbed or eclipsed
by careerism, the pursuit of
professional advancement, as
one's chief or only aim?

istic education and that are necessary for human
flourishing are lost. Certainly those of us at churchrelated schools feel this trend with every meeting
about enrollment and endowment numbers. Most
of us have ceased to resist the temptation to market
the liberal arts by showing prospective students and
their paying parents statistics about how many of
our students open their own businesses or go on
to law school. One small but important instance of
this trend is the place and function of "vocation"
within our colleges.
Two short examples: First, I recently attended
the annual "Vocation of a Lutheran College" conference at Augsburg College in Minneapolis. One
of the breakout sessions, led by a staff person of
the Lutheran Educational Conference of North
America (LECNA), was entitled, "Marketing the
Concept of Individual and Institutional Vocation:'
After chatting with the leader, I have reason to
believe that she shares healthy reservations about
how or whether the idea of vocation can be marketed without commodifying and corrupting it.
8
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But the fact that tough economic times in Lutheran
higher education seemingly necessitate that we
pitch vocation as part of the Lutheran education
brand remains disconcerting.
Second and closer to home, my own Lutheran
institution has incorporated the Center for
Vocational Reflection within an overarching
Community Engagement Center so that it can communicate more efficiently with the study-abroad
office, internship coordinators, and the career center. This-like marketing vocation to prospective
students-makes all kinds of institutional sense,
but the danger is that aims to discern God's call or
to find meaning in the whole arc of one's life now
principally buttress the institution's retention rates
or the student's career exploration. I am not claiming that anyone intends to relegate "vocation'' to the
role of sound career-planning in the face of economic necessities-quite the opposite; we intend
to promote vocational discernment. But if Sandel is
right in noting how incentives often dis-incentivize
us toward nobler ends, we should be wary of the
ways we promote vocation.
How might emphases on the liberal arts and
on the goal of discerning one's calling survive and
perhaps even thrive in an economic culture where
fears of unemployment and of not paying back student loans increasingly drive student expectation
and exploration? Can vocational discernment-a
practice which is, at bottom, theological and even
prayerful and pastoral in concern-resist getting
absorbed or eclipsed by careerism, the pursuit of
professional advancement, as one's chief or only
aim? Does language of vocation finally amount to
a marketing strategy among liberal-arts institutions to distinguish holistic education from the
more outcome-driven and often more affordable
education of secular universities? Can it be more?
If so-and here I turn from worried employee at
a church-related institution to a Christian theologian-how might we characterize human callings
and the Caller behind them in ways that do not
wholly separate vocational discernment from the
investment in a career, on the one hand, but do not
eclipse the first by way of the second, on the other?
And finally, how might we appreciate and advance
the post-Reformation trend toward the imperative to discern one's own future vocation without

thereby "privatizing" it, without foregoing our call
to unbidden, unchosen neighbors in their need?
While all of these concerns cannot be addressed
here, an earlier text by Sandel helps us see our lives
as good gifts and what that might mean for talk of
a Giver.

Unbidden Gift
Sandel's 2004 essay, "The Case Against
Perfection;' begins by presupposing a shared illease with breakthroughs in genetic engineering and
performance-enhancing drugs. His article searches
for an adequate understanding for why this unease
exists. The two most common explanations for our
dis-ease, both of which Sandel rejects as inadequate,
revolve around issues of autonomy and fairness.
The autonomy argument insists that by picking the
genetic traits of our children-say, by making them
predisposed to excel at basketball by making them
tall, or at school by making them smart-we essentially rob otherwise autonomous individuals of
their right to choose their own interests and cultivate their own capabilities. Concerns about fairness
revolve around issues of access and use; the end of
genetic manipulation may in fact be a master race
whose predecessors had access to genetic enhancements and a mastered race whose ancestors did
not. As alarming as that scenario is, Sandel rejects
the adequacy of these explanations for our worry.
Fairness issues are real but, for Sandel, even when
we imagine measures for maintaining equal access,
our moral scruples do not abate.
In fact, the case for autonomy, although
remaining our culture's dominant explanation for
our ethical reservations, turns out for Sandel to
be almost the exact opposite of why he thinks we
are-or should be-concerned with performanceenhancing interventions. The problem with doping
and biotechnology and even helicopter parenting is not the loss of agency but the drive toward
hyperagency; we are becoming too autonomous,
too responsible for our own fates and so are losing our "openness to the unbidden'' (Sandel 2004,
quoting William May). We are losing our ability to
mourn tragedy and honor good luck, in short, our
appreciation for life's giftedness. It is at this point
that Sandel almost gets theological, as his allusion

to "gift" suggests. Asking, "What would be lost if
biotechnology dissolved our sense of giftedness?"
Sandel responds:
From a religious standpoint the answer is
clear: To believe that our talents and powers
are wholly our own doing is to misunderstand our place in creation, to confuse our
role with God's. Religion is not the only
source of reasons to care about giftedness,
however. The moral stakes can also be
described in secular terms. If bioengineering made the myth of the "self-made man"
come true, it would be difficult to view our
talents as gifts for which we are indebted,
rather than as achievements for which we
are responsible. (Sandel2004)
Sandel the political philosopher is not willing to play
the "Don't Play God" card-or at least he doesn't
want that card to leave the nonreligious without
moral scruples or the ability to explain them. But
notice, too, how odd the secular translation of this
religious appreciation for our place in creation gets.
The nonreligious should view their talents as gifts
for which they are indebted, even if they remain
agnostic about any giver of those gifts and the recipient of their thanksgiving. In many ways, Sandel
simply suggests that dispositions of deep gratitude
for life's fortunes, as well as lament for life's tragedies, are available to all-these are human virtues
and not religious or theological ones.
But perhaps Sandel's mention of God the Giver
of every good gift and then his immediate erasure of
that remark could suggest something more. Could
it be that a more thorough tracing of giftedness
back to Giver might undercut the very openness to
the unbidden that Sandel wants us to cultivate? One
notes that when Christians and other people of faith
cite not wanting to "play God" as a reason for resisting genetic engineering, that very turn of phrase
does not in itself suggest appreciation for all that
is un-designed, uncontrolled, and uninvited. Often,
it rather connotes the re-designation of authorship
and control (Ludwig Feuerbach would say their
projection) onto God alone. God is designer and
supreme engineer, so we should not be. Of course,
we need not swallow Feuerbach entirely to predict
Michaelmas 2012
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that redirecting autonomy and self-subsistence
away from life's vicissitudes to God "alone" can
function to legitimate that same quest for mastery.
As Michael Buckley, Charles Taylor, and others have
suggested, while modern characterizations of God
as a deistic designer allegedly provide a stopgap
against modernity's ambitions toward technological control and mastery over nature, in reality they
sanction those goals, securing and sacralizing the
quest for human invulnerability.

While modern characterizations
of God as a deistic designer
allegedly provide a stopgap
against modernity's ambitions
toward technological control and
mastery over nature, in reality
they sanction those goals.
In more economic terms, we might say that
Christian cautions about not playing God, about
not being one's own boss, quite handily function
to reserve at least a managerial role for humanity.
While we shouldn't choose final ends for ourselves,
the very fact that they are determined by God
means that we can focus on suitable and efficient
means, on becoming God's bureaucrats in any
innocuous line of work. To preview here where we
will end up, that ideological function of religion is
largely what Bonhoeffer rejects when he mused late
in his short life about a "religionless Christianity"
and prodded us to live "as if there were no God:'
Perhaps then Sandel's unwillingness to preserve
human giftedness by trading it off on divine design
reveals an implicit awareness that leaving the Giver
of our giftedness undefined may be the only sure
way to cultivate an appreciation for human life as
uncontrollable and uncontrolled.
Unneeded Work

What do these theological musings on Sandel's
agnostic reflections about human life as gifted have
10
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to do with the language of vocation among expanding market forces? The political theology ofKathryn
Tanner, and especially her many deliberations on
the noncompetitive relationship between Creator
and creation, can connect these conversations.
Tanner has long been concerned with theological
economics, broadly construed as the circulation of
goods among people and with God. In Economy of
Grace (2005), she compares the structural, elective
affinities between economics and theology and does
so without yielding up Christianity's distinctiveness
and thus excluding the possibility of noncompetitive forms of circulation. In other words, the
possibility of "gift" is as important to Tanner as it
is to Sandel, and yet Tanner insists that explicitly
Christian accounts of the relation between Creator
and creation are essential to discerning the nature
of being gifted and of being called by God to work
from those gifts.
In her short essay, "Why are We Here?;' Tanner
explicitly connects the vocational and existential
question in her title to matters of work and economy. She suggests that Christians join Jews and
Muslims in affirming the meaning of existence in
terms of its relation to the Creator-a relation that
is present prior to any affirmation or commitment
on our part. Everything that exists gets its existence
from God; humans "are not simply in a relationship with God; they are that relationship in the
sense that such a relationship constitutes their very
being" (Tanner 1998, 9). Humans, though, also are
called to "choose, with full consciousness ... to align
themselves with this fact [of relationship]" (10).
Exploring here what Puritans called one's general
calling and what Luther called a person's spiritual
calling, Tanner insists that this primary, shared
vocation to live into and bear witness to one's Godrelation entails the whole arc of a person's life:
In every affair in life-in public or private,
in word or deed, when active or in retirement, in matters of state or worries about
economic justice, when contemplating the
course of either the natural world or human
history, when assessing the character of
one's desire or deciding one's responsibility
to one's neighbors, when helping others or
caring for oneself-one can try to witness

self-consciously, in one's feelings, thoughts,
and deeds, to the relationship that creatures enjoy with God. (Tanner 1998, 11)
This can sound like quite a bit of work-that we
are called to a monumental task, and that we had
better get going. Interestingly, it is at this point that
Tanner goes beyond emphasizing that the relationship to God is primary to our efforts to live into it,
or beyond her claim that this general or spiritual
calling takes priority over any "external" (Luther)
or "particular" (Puritan) ones. She suggests that
finding the meaning of human life in the purposes
and intentions of God actually undercuts what
some take to be the standard conception of "working for God:' namely, that "human life has meaning
to the extent human beings carry out those divine
purposes or intentions" (13). Our primary vocation, for Tanner, simply transcends our notions
of human work, paid or unpaid. In fact, if work
is understood as a form of productivity and utility, if it is based on the "instrumental calculus of
means and ends" (Rasmussen 1993, 38), then vocation isn't "work" at all. And this is so, in my earlier
words, because God is not like a boss who employs
us. In Tanner's striking terms:

venture. In other words, Tanner has retrieved God's
utter transcendence in terms that underscore God's
gratuitous gift-giving and so occasion our awe over
giftedness, including the gift of vulnerability and,
with it, openness to the unbidden.
Tanner senses that the tendency to understand work as duty to God easily obscures our
appreciation for the giftedness of creation.
Dispositions required for and cultivated by working from a sense of unmerited giftedness differ in
kind from those employed in questing-to-fulfillGod's-will or working-to-accomplish-God's-task.
To notice the difference and preserve it depends
on recognizing the subtle slide from vocation as
service to neighbor to vocation as chosen career,
and then again to the kind of careerism whereby
people pursue professional advancement as an end
in itself. The question at this point is whether, in the
effort to resist the collapse of God's calling into one's
chosen career, "vocational discernment" should be
kept entirely distinct from the workday world and,
by extension, from the career and communityengagement centers of our colleges. Alternatively,
are there resources in mainline Reformation
thought and practice to resist this slide toward
careerism, productivity, and endless economic
growth, if only we would recover them? I hope to
point toward the second possibility, but only after
coming to terms with the real risk that vocational
language only legitimates the expansion of markets
and justifies our upward ambitions.

God's purposes and intentions with
respect to the world are not based on need.
Human beings are not useful to God. God
does not need [us] to perform any sort of
task ... God does not need human beings at
all ... human beings are here, they enjoy a
relationship with God, because of a purely
gratuitous act of beneficence on God's part.
(Tanner 1998, 13- 14)

In his ongoing effort not to confuse the regard of

This classical Thomistic understanding of the creature-Creator relationship can sound as though it is
underscoring God's invulnerability by emphasizing "His" lack of need. What is so compelling in
Tanner's account is that she finds in God's "aseity" or
otherness not a model of mastery and control-in
Sandel's terms, not the expansion of our will to perfect ourselves-but rather the very condition that
makes possible a circulation of gifts independent
of the kinds of means-to-ends calculations familiar
to any efficient bureaucracy or profitable business

God with the strivings of the religious, he drew
lines between the inner and outer human, between
humanity before God (coram Deo) and before
humanity (coram hominibus), between Law and
Gospel, and between the kingdom of God and of
the world. By distinguishing matters of salvation
(the "alien" work of justification by God's right
hand) from all other matters of worldly, although
still Christian, concern (the preserving work of
God's left hand, along with human judgment and
effort), Luther not only expanded the language of
vocation to include the 90 percent of the population

Whether CEOs, Too, Can Be Saved
Martin Luther was a master of distinctions.
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who didn't have callings into the priesthood or
monastery; he also made virtually any worldly duty
or office (Stand), paid or unpaid, compatible with
the Christian faith-and so deserving of the name
"Christian calling:' The irony should not go unnoticed: By clearly dividing matters of salvation from
any and every pursuit and ambition, "religious" or
otherwise, Luther ends up with an expansive understanding of vocation that Christianizes (but does
not "gospelize") almost every job, task, position,
and duty.
It is ironic too that this hard distinction
between matters of salvation and worldly-work
is shared by those who vehemently critique this
Lutheran association of Christian vocation with
work in civil, governmental, and private spheres,
especially in a technocratic society. The social theorist Jacques Ellul, for example, insists that work is
not vocation-once we see it as such we risk validating all the sinful alienation brought about by
extracted labor, by refined techniques over craftsmanship, and by increased efficiency and control
(Placher 2005, 328). Stanley Hauerwas even insists
that to understand work as vocation forces us to
idolatry (328-29). Such critiques historically spring
not from Catholics wanting to reserve "vocation"
for the professionally religious, but from the radical Reformation or Anabaptist tradition, which
maintains its own clear-cut distinction between
the church's way of life, centered in peacemaking
and allegiance to Jesus alone, and the predominant
social structures and powers that we are tempted
to obey, including capitalist economics. A good
deal of the Anabaptist Schleitheim Confession, for
example, deliberates about whether Christians can
legitimately participate in civil and military spheres.
For Mennonite ethicist John Howard Yoder,
Christians ought to restore the New Testament's
usage of "vocation:' which meant to be called into a
radically new and spirit-driven Christian community apart from the dominant order. For him, the
mainline ("magisterial") Reformation's use of vocation functions only to "divine rubber stamp" the
ways of the world (Yoder 1984, 210 n. 9).
The Anabaptist critique of mainline accounts
of vocation is exceedingly important, especially
as we find it increasingly difficult to articulate the
distinction between divine calling and personal
12
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fulfillment or economic expedience. And yet we
can still appreciate Luther's offer of pastoral care
to those caught in otherwise meaningless-not
to mention seemingly ungodly-work: The father
changing stinky diapers is following his calling
by God just as much as the priest presiding over
Mass. If I have diaper-changing abilities and "my
neighbor" (in this case, my son) has needs that
need attending, then I am called by God to uphold
the "office" of a parent. Luther offered other examples that he meant to be no less shocking but which
have become more contestable, especially among
pacifist churches: If society needs a hangman and
you are qualified to pull the lever, then this, indeed,
is your calling. Contestable too was Luther's insistence that "Soldiers, too, can be saved" -that is,
that some Christians may be called to kill and die
for country, and that Christian princes are right to
fight against peasant rebels ("Whether Soldiers"
118-27)-despite Jesus' disarming of Peter and the
radical sayings of the Sermon on the Mount. Why?
Again, by clearly distinguishing the shared,
internal, spiritual calling of Christians from the
external, particular calling of each to a particular office or set of duties, Luther insists that most
worldly offices could be compatible with Christian
salvation. They are compatible not because the
external duties lead to or manifest Christian salvation (Weber's lineage from Protestantism to the
spirit of capitalism notwithstanding), but because
the two are utterly incommensurable. Any job
can be Christian because none is related to salvation. God's left-handed work in the working world
remains utterly unrelated -at least by our sight-to
God's right-handed work in the spiritual kingdom.
Where for Ellul or Yoder that distinction makes no
career worthy of divine underwriting, for Luther
it makes almost every job worthy of God's calling;
exceptions arise only when one's conscience is certain ("Whether Soldiers" 130). In all other cases,
when the hangman pulls the switch, it is not the
spiritual or inner man doing it; it is in fact only God
and the office of hangman itself (96).
While it might be for very different reasons-reasons shared by Ellul, I think-Tanner's
distinction of Christian vocation from the meansends calculations and quests for efficiency in
bureaucratic workplaces shares with Luther a pas-

toral concern that the worth of a Christian's life not
be made dependent on her or his "productivity:' In
fact, Luther anticipates Tanner's surprising claim
that God "does not desire works, nor has [God]
need of them" ("Babylonian Captivity;' 42). The
point here is not that Christians do not join Jewish
people (and secular humanists, engaged Buddhists,
or undergrad idealists) in healing the world (tikkun
olam). It is only that that "work" should be done
from a sense of God's blessing rather than toward it.
And yet, this expansive understanding of vocation seems related to the slippage from "being called
by God to serve the neighbor" to "work for the sake
of having work:' Many of us now experience that
shift and-given the state of the present economyfew of us want to critique it. But if we can't resist
it, then it would seem we are left without the sense
of giftedness that Sandel so prizes or the noncompetitive circulation of goods that Tanner's theology
warrants. We would have work without vocation,
inhuman and unredeemable, thereby corroborating Weber's hunch that "the pursuit of wealth,
stripped of its religious and ethical meaning, tends
to become associated with purely mundane passions, which actually give it the character of sport"
(Weber 1992, 182).

Vocation as Second Use of The Gospel
Onewayforwardistonotethatweowetheconservative notion of vocation, where one occupies
predetermined and static positions in society, not
primarily to Luther himself but to late sixteenthand seventeenth-century Lutheran orthodoxy,
which exaggerated and reified Luther's "orders of
creation:' Luther himself was relatively innovative in rethinking social structures; he questioned
whether beggars were needed, whether priests
might not marry, whether usury was justifiable,
and much more. (The fact that "whether war can
be just" is not on this list tells us much about the
disagreement between Luther and the Anabaptists
on vocation.) Given the number of social structures that Luther did rethink, even if he associates
vocation with a first use of the law (that is, law as
preserving social stability), we need not assume
that law or the structures it preserves are static
and self-justifying. 2 Such reconsiderations keep

with typical understandings of vocation as rooted
in law and the (dynamic) orders of creation rather
than the gospel. They have the value of preserving Luther's steadfast distinction between the
redeeming work that God does through Jesus,
apart from any human work, and the ongoing
creation and preservation of the earth and its
people, in which all are called to participate.

We owe the conservative
notion of vocation, where one
occupies predetermined and
static positions in society, not
primarily to Luther himself but to
late sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Lutheran orthodoxy.

And yet one should also note that Luther's various divisions are multiple, overlapping, and shifting
enough to make other reconsiderations possible.
For example, Luther also writes of being called in
vivid ways when he describes how Christ empties
himself to serve and save individuals, and then how
this kenotic pattern is repeated when others do not
count justification as something to be grasped, but
empty themselves again in service to the neighbor.
Luther famously writes of "two kinds of righteousness" or two uses of the gospel-one that saves
individuals apart from human work and a second
that completes and complements this salvific work
as the Christian empties herself in service to others ("Two Kinds of Righteousness")-or again,
how a Christian is entirely freed by grace, subject
to no one, and also how that freedom necessarily
redoubles as the steadfast commitment to serve all
("Freedom of a Christian"). Christ is everywhere in
this double-kenosis: not only as the prototype after
which Christians pattern their own servant-work
in the world (as Paul originally implores them-see
Philippians 2:5), but also in the form of the serving
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one, who for Luther becomes a "little Christ;' and
finally in the one benefiting from the service, insofar as whatever one does for "the least of these;' one
does it to Christ himself (Matt. 25:44).
Clearly, there are ways of conceiving of a person's vocation-a person's response to the deep
needs of the world-as discipleship to Christ without confusing it with salvation or making God's
unmerited grace contingent on it. Doing so would

If God works with two hands in
the created world, God becomes

often (understandably) blinds them to the necessities and needs of others. Vocation thus merely
validates personal preferences and the social capital
to select them, in the first case, and often drops out
entirely, making work distracted and meaningless,
in the second. In either case, work as service, work
as responsive and open to others' interruptive call
for aid and justice, progressively fades from view.
Too many of us "serve" an economy that assures
us that we are doing our part when we pursue our
own interests. Vocation as kenotic servanthoodas becoming disciples of Christ-can only appear
quaint and impractical.
To Live as if There Were No Boss

no less ambidextrous when it
comes to the Gospel of Jesus.

require us to think of vocation not primarily under
the first use of the law but as a second use of the
gospel. The gospel saves-so that the saved might
serve. Just as there are two uses of the law-one that
preserves society's orders and a second that drives a
person to grace-so, too, Luther suggests two uses
of the gospel (Lazareth 2001, 198-234): one that
redeems Christians apart from works of the law and
the other that leads them to be radically responsive
to the concrete needs of the neighbor. If God works
with two hands in the created world, God becomes
no less ambidextrous when it comes to the Gospel
of Jesus. Freedom from having to work for God
redoubles as the freedom to work entirely for the
God revealed in Christ and in the hungry poor.
Of course, the idea of vocation as radical
response to need, as a form of service or even kenosis, is difficult to maintain in light of to day's nearly
ubiquitous faith that our primary social duty is to
keep the economy rolling through employment
and the private ownership of goods. Those privileged enough to do what they love and buy what
they want may risk the self-satisfied assurance that
their work is noble so long as they feel (and are)
rewarded by it. Those required to take the work that
is available to them come to consider employment
itself to be the primary necessity and need, which
14
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I have argued that a more dynamic understanding of law or a more Christo centric understanding
of vocation could help slow the slippage from calling to careerism without thereby confusing God's
free gift with our faithful response. At this point,
the staff of my college's Center for Vocational
Reflection might be protesting loudly: "Language
of vocation is appropriate to our pluralistic, nonsectarian colleges and universities precisely because
it is not explicitly about Jesus and discipleship. To
make vocational discernment a matter of following
the Nazarene would forfeit what workable theological language we've got-not to mention abandoning
all the secular (and Muslim, Jewish, "spiritual;' and
other) students that we also need to be serving!"
The objection is a good one. Certainly this
stopgap against the slide from divine calling to
professional advancement as inherently good is
in danger of either Christianizing the workplace
(where students would become dentists-for-Jesus)
or deciding that bureaucracies and administrations
are fundamentally incompatible with discipleship
and so ought to be rejected in service to the Lord. I
have two responses:
First, nothing in a Christocentric understanding of vocation depends on Christ being made
explicit by those discerning their vocation. When
the agnostic or Jewish student comes to know
the concrete needs of his neighborhood and so
feels called to use his pre-medical training not
for upward mobility and self-fulfillment but to
become a home nurse for the elderly, the Christian

will recognize this as discipleship, as becoming a
little Christ. (Bonhoeffer, for example, wondered
whether Gandhi, a Hindu, was the form that Christ
was taking in the world in his day!) The important
thing is that the student responds to an immediate and tangible need-which is not the same as
an opportunity. In this way, one responds to real
voices, real concerns, and does not simply "serve"
a corporation or the nation or other abstractions,
many of which only mystify the purposefulness of
our work. In fact, to the degree that many contemporary Christians confuse God's providence and
blessing with social privilege, mobility, and meritocracy, the secular student attuned to the concrete
needs of the immediate neighbor, even in his agnosticism, provides the more Christ-like example.
My second response is longer and entails turning from Luther to the radical Lutheran, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. In discussing Sandel's agnostic reflections, I surmised that curbing human quests for
autonomy and control by playing the God card
("God is in control, you're not") often entails a circuitous form of mastery. "God" here names not
the recipient of our deep gratitude or the bearer of
our lament but one who ensures that we will get
out of life what we think we deserve. Many nonChristians and Christians alike hear in the name
"Jesus" the same self-justifying function, only more
pronounced: If Jesus calls me to this, who am I
(or you!) to argue? Bonhoeffer's famous musings
about a "religionless Christianity" and the willingness to live "etsi deus non daretur:' as if there
were no God (Bonhoeffer 2010, 476)-coupled
with the fact that the whole of his theological ethic
was Christocentric-provides a way of conceiving
of vocation in more dynamic and Christological
terms without thereby confusing it with a form of
mastery or invoking "God's will" to legitimate one's
own ambitions. In fact, for Bonhoeffer, to live as if
there were no God, that is, without recourse to a
deus ex machina (479), and to follow Christ's call
to discipleship, are one and the same. Both open us
toward a life of radical receptivity to others in need
without final justification for our ways. Let us turn,
first, to Bonhoeffer's explicit reworking of vocation.
Bonhoeffer was nervous about the divine
sanction Christianity and Lutheranism in particular often gives to existing orders of government,

including that of his Nazi Germany. In light of these
concerns, Bonhoeffer recasts Luther's language of
Stande or "orders" in terms of God's mandates or
commands: "We speak of divine mandates rather
than divine orders, because thereby their character as divinely imposed tasks [Auftrag], as opposed
to determinate forms of being, becomes clearer"
(Bonhoeffer 2005, 68-69). No longer is vocation
understood as an instance of the first form of the
law interpreted statically as that which bolsters stability and becomes self-justifying. Rather, divine
calling by Bonhoeffer's account becomes a second use of the Gospel whereby God's right hand
works through the vicissitudes of history and in
the economic and political sphere. He thereby takes
emphasis away from worldly order itself, whether
it be the economy, the nation, or constructs such as
"freedom" or "traditional family values:' and redirects it to the Caller behind the calling, to the one
who does and might again interrupt our established
ways to make us newly response-able. Bonhoeffer's
eventual responsiveness to the Jewish victims of the
Holocaust -and his execution in solidarity with
them-testifies also to how Christ's voice resounds
through the cries of the scapegoated and forgotten.
It is clear just how Christocentric Bonhoeffer
is, even-and maybe especially-when he muses
about the so-called secular world and our duties
therein: "The world belongs to Christ, and only in
Christ is the world what it is. It needs, therefore,
nothing less than Christ himself" (Bonhoeffer
2005, 67). Echoing Tanner, but in terms of the
cosmic Christ through whom all is created and
called, Bonheoffer insists that "the world stands
in relationship to Christ whether the world knows
it or not" (68). The commissioning word of God,
or Christ's mandates-including work, marriage,
government, and church-provide the ways that
relationship becomes concrete and recognizable
(68). He then writes some brief reflections on the
meaning of work that conclude with this: "Through
the divine mandate of work, a world should emerge
that-knowingly or unknowingly-expects Christ,
is directed toward Christ, is open for Christ, and
serves and glorifies Christ" (71).
You can imagine the vocational reflection
counselors wincing again. It is exactly on this
seemingly pious and exclusivist note, however, that
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Bonhoeffer also insists that the incarnate Christ is
so thoroughly immersed in the everyday world that
expecting and being open to him entails becoming
more and more worldly. Just as it is a denial of God's
revelation in Jesus to "wish to be worldly without
seeing and recognizing the world in Christ;' so
too is it a denial of the Incarnation to "wish to be
'Christian' without being 'worldly"' (Bonhoeffer
2005, 58). Indeed, the main contention that
Christians should have against "the world" is that
it is not nearly worldly enough (60). Christianity
immerses us into the messiness of neighborhoods,
politics, and even the exchange of material goods in
ways that we might not otherwise be able to bear.
William Cavanaugh claims something similar
in relation to our so called "worldly" attachment
to material goods. For him, the problem of consumerism arises not primarily because we are too
attached to consumer goods; we rather buy, discard, and replace them at an alarming rate and
with little knowledge of where they come from and
end up. Clearly, we are not nearly attached enough
(Cavanaugh 2008, 33-47). Extended more broadly
into the realm of the workplace, Bonhoeffer and
Cavanaugh help us to see what Wendell Berry also
suggests: Late capitalist economics so disconnect
many of us from the arts of food production and
domestic craftsmanship that we barely can be said
to "work" at all. Of course, we exert ourselves frantically and exhaustively, but many of us neither care
for the world nor work in sustained ways to serve
and tend it (Berry 1990, 123-25).
Finally, these terms help us make sense of
Bonhoeffer's cryptic call at the end of his life
for a "religionless Christianity" or a "religionless interpretation" of the biblical faith. Faith in
God or God's univocal will as cosmic guarantee
is rejected here, along with the sanctioning function of one's "vocation." Paralleling Sandel's idea
of giftedness without a Gift-giver, Bonhoeffer
explores the thea-political benefit of living etsi
deus non daretur-as if there were no Grand
Legitimator of our ambitions, and thus no final
appeal to the Boss's will or excuse that I was
"simply doing my job" when we fail to respond
Christianly and humanly to those who call (out
to) us (Arendt 1977, 135-50). We must wean
ourselves from the habit of invoking God's name
16
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(or the law, or the state, or the state of the economy) to sanction our strivings. At the very least,
to be called by Christ to live as though God does
not exist means to adopt a faith that "does not
occupy a place of privilege vis-a-vis the world"
(Pugh 2008, 66).
Conclusion

Throughout this essay I have suggested that any
circulation of God's gifts and our giftedness, any
genuine service to the neighbor that is not founded
on cost -benefit analysis, and thus any true Christian
vocation requires Christians to work without the
assurance that their work is sanctioned by God. As
irreligious as it sounds, the God who calls is not in
control. God is not our boss. Hearing "my" call does
not safeguard me from future interruptions. Even
what seem like careers that so nicely fit our passions
and gifts can never be mindlessly carried out, as if
doing fulfilling work has theological value in and
of itself. We are responsible for listening again and
again to what God through Christ through the hungry poor requires of us-in school and our homes,
in civil society, and in our jobs. In this sense, our
vocations become less like something we decide on
and possess or even carry out. Nor are they simply
from the voice of God, and so justified to the extent
that we hear them clearly. Vocations, rather, are
something we discern, again and again, by resisting the seduction of mobility long enough to take
root in real communities and to listen closely to its
most vulnerable: children, topsoil, the mentally ill,
and many others. In this way, our vocations, like
our very lives, become something vulnerable and
gifted, porous and pliant, ever-responsive to unbidden gifts and tasks.
To be called in this sense won't market well,
of course. And yet-to take back a saying from
MasterCard-some things really should remain
priceless. 'if-
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Notes
1. I thank Jim Martin-Schramm of Luther College
(Decorah, Iowa) for reminding me of Rasmussen's work
and for helping me think through the characteristics
and implications of Bonhoeffer's views of vocation at
the end of this essay.

2. Darrell Jodock of Gustavus Adolphus College (St.
Peter, Minnesota) graciously suggested this line of
thought to me and made a number of other helpful
comments on my essay.
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The Mediator Is the Message
Some Retrospective Readings of
Thomas Lynch's The Sin-Eater: A Breviary
Brett Foster

B

EFORE EVEN READING THE POET THOMAS

Lynch's latest collection, The Sin-Eater: A
Breviary (2012), I felt a certain satisfaction
relating to it, and then soon enough, I was aware
of a second satisfaction, one likewise unrelated to
whatever potential satisfactions of the poems per
se. Fear not, considerations of Lynch's poetry both
old and new will appear presently, but first, let
me explain these first impressions of satisfaction.
In fact, they are impressions suited to the central
work of this essay: to offer some illustrative readings of The Sin-Eater and to make an account of
Lynch's themes and aims across his several books,
from the perspective of this latest volume, which is
itself an obvious culmination, a fulfillment.
A quick glance at the book's design and
arrangement reveals this poetry "project" (53)-to
use the author's own word-to be a family affair.
It announces on its cover the inclusion of photographs by Lynch's son Michael, and bears on its
back cover a self-portrait watercolor by another
son, Sean. The painting, "Loaf & Bowl: SelfPortrait;' features a framed torso and arms with
the titular objects at its center. The loaf sits atop
the chest, and the bowl is just to Sean's left, within
the compass of his arm. Within the book, Michael's
photograph "Loaf and Bowl" captures the same
pose. It is the book's final photograph, serving as a
visual postscript, or post-icon, perhaps. The image
is a central one insofar as the loaf and bowl are the
ritualistic instruments for the book's title character,
Argyle the Sin-Eater.
So this opening satisfaction is the collaborative
nature of the book. This is not exactly an innovation with regard to Lynch's past books, which
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often include personal photos or images drawn or
painted by family members. That said, upon further
perusal of The Sin-Eater as a book and as a project,
Lynch & Sons (which is the name of their family
funeral-directing business in Milford, Michigan)
succeed here in raising this family involvement
and shared production to a new, more conscious
and constructed level. Several of the readings that
follow will refer to facing-page photographs that
create correspondences in the lyrical dramas of
the poems. The etymology of the word "poetry"
derives from a poem being a made thing, and The
Sin-Eater, as a verbal-and-visual drama of vocation
and record of a beloved family landscape in western Ireland, is a satisfyingly evident made thing,
done handsomely by a small press known for such
work.
The second satisfaction involves the sequence
of poems featured here, a compilation that will be
most appreciated by those readers familiar with
Lynch's prior four volumes of poetry-Skating
with Heather Grace (1987), Grimalkin & Other
Poems (1994), Still Life in Milford (1998), and the
very recent Walking Papers (2010). The sequence
gathers twenty-four poems variously including
the character of Argyle, the Sin-Eater, an unsanctioned priest figure in Ireland (in a region Lynch
knows well, and where he resides part of the year).
Half of the poems have appeared, as rime sparse
we might say, throughout those earlier books.
Longtime readers will welcome the reappearance
of these poems, for the sake of reading them as an
uninterrupted group and also, for the more scrutinizing, to consider how the slight reordering of
a few poems affects the general storyline running

through them. However, these readers will find
more interest in the book's final eleven poems.
Four have been readily accessible, having appeared
in early 2011 in Poetry magazine, but even so, for
most readers, and even for Lynch's committed
readers aware of this recurrent character, this will
be their first encounter with a significant number
of these Argyle poems.
What is a sin-eater? Fortunately Lynch himself
has provided readers with a couple of definitions
throughout his writings. He uses a quotation from
a 1955 work, The History of American Funeral
Directing, as an epigraph to the second section of
his third poetry volume, Still
Life in Milford. Introducing
what follows as a vanished
custom, the passage speaks
of a "curious functionary, a
sort of male scapegoat;' who
"by eating a loaf of bread
and drinking a bowl of beer
A Hre•
over a corpse, and by accepting a sixpence;' was able to
"take unto himself the sins
of the deceased whose ghost
thereafter would no longer
wander" (43).
Lynch's introduction
or "Introit" to The Sin-Eater
contains his most extensive
writing to date on the figure
of the "sin -eater" and on the
imaginative handling of the
figure that led to the current
book. Thus the introduction is both freshly germane to the poems now
assembled here and, to longstanding readers, nevertheless familiar and retrospective, a piece intent
on presenting once again some of Lynch's main
preoccupations as a writer-body and spirit, sex
and death, family and church, grief and comfort,
poets and priests. For better or worse, Lynch as a
writer feels comfortable repeating himself, taking
up the same topics, arriving at the same realizations, including again the crystallized, epigraphic
ways by which he says certain things memorably,
in part because he seeks to verbalize the same
matters in both poetry and prose, but also, more

significantly, because of his own conviction (one
senses) that these points bear repeating, that we as
audience do not always have ears to hear.
Lynch's titling of his introduction "Introit;' the
opening part of the Mass as the priest approaches
the altar (psalm passage, antiphon, Gloria Patri),
signals to readers the liturgical framework or
implication of the drama that follows. It also
identifies the sin-eater as a priestly sort, however
marginalized or in opposition to local clergy and
the traditional Church hierarchy. As we soon learn,
his work represents an "unholy competition'' and
consequently he is "banished to the hinterlands of
the social and moral order"
(xviii). The first photo
within the book, "Kitchen
Shrine Moveen;' resembles a
makeshift altar, heightening
the title's connotations. The
contested act of sin-eating
involves the imputation of
the deceased's sins onto the
mock-priest, either despite
his being an outcast or possibly leading to his outcast
state ontologically, or both.
He leaves the scene "laden
with the burdens of perdition" ("Channeling" 14).
Thus the sin-eater's actions
resemble the atoning work
of Christ: "He made him
who knew no sin to be sin
on our behalf, so we might
become the righteousness of
God in Him" (2 Cor. 5:21, NIV).
Sin-eating also clearly resonates with and
refracts ironically the sacrament of the Eucharist,
insofar as the mock-priest figure is fed by the bread
and beer instead of providing it to the sinners,
who being deceased can no longer participate in
the meal, and, significantly in a few poems, whose
circumstances have excluded them from the last
rites of the Catholic Church. The sin-eater's action
becomes a means of reconciling the deceased on
a spiritual plane, so that the host "would no longer wander:' (One quickly remembers the ghost of
the slain king who visits his son at the beginning
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of Hamlet.) Furthermore, there is at least suggesfor my mixed religious feelings" (xix), just as he
tively a transubstantiation of bread and beer into
identifies with the famous doubts of his namea meal that is not spiritual food in the traditional
sake apostle. Lynch describes God resignedly as
sense-that is, the body and blood of the sacrificed
"Whoever Is In Charge Here:' When asked once in
Christ-but rather the drawn-out concentration of
an interview about the afterlife, he replied, "I don't
the sins still burdening the deceased, and thus the
have a clue. The resurrection rate around here is
really tiny" ("Questions"). The sin-eater's name,
means of the transfer or displacement of sins from
the dead sinner to living sin-eater. The use of beer
Argyle, also expands his identification outward, to
rather than wine is one aspect of subversion or
all of us. The name first calls to mind the "reliably
Scots" socks, but Lynch also intends its acousdowngrading of the Catholic rite, as is the explicit
payment of pence by the family to the functiontic resemblance to "our guile" [emphasis mine].
It is also worth noting the
ary. The bread and beer are
one means of payment, but
roughly similar construction
"our man;' one of the author's
they are also the vehicles by
which the sin-eater must bear
favored Irishisms; it is a winkanother's sins, often leading
ing way to speak of someone
to his misery. The highlighted
being referred to, with whom
one's involved. Argyle is, in a
pence represent a more
quid-prosense, everyone's "our man:'
straightforward
Despite readers' seeming
quo transaction.
If the title choice of
distance from this strange,
"Introit" seems a nod of
roaming figure, then, Argyle
in his alienations and "hunsacramental confidence or
affirmation, or even antigry offices" (xvii) serves as an
Everyman. He also becomes,
clerical or heterodox defiance
on behalf of the sin -eater,
even more grandly, a symbol in his contentions of the
the epigraph that followsAugustine's Si comprehendis,
"schism, reformation, divinon est Deus-immediately
sian, and denomination'' that
has characterized the historiundermines that position,
Kitchen Shrine Moveen .
introducing instead coun- Reprinted
cal Church (xviii). Finally,
with permission of Paraclete Press.
terpointed
themes
of
contemporary readings of
ambivalence, doubt, and divine unknowability
the exiled character may be unable to avoid seeing in Argyle a symbol of the tarnished image of
that recur throughout the poems. Lynch typically
clergy in light of the sexual scandals in the Roman
defends these attitudes of the unsure, embattled, but
Catholic Church, which Lynch briefly addresses
still faithful pilgrim in the person of the sin-eater,
in his struggles as much as in his consolations, and
as the Current Sadness when explaining how the
in his "rootlessness, his orphanage and pilgrimage"
sin-eater "articulates the mixed-blessing and con(xx). In the end, Lynch concludes, he is "just trying
trariety of my own life of faith'' (xxi).
to find his way home;' with a faith "always seasoned
Lynch announces these notes of ambivalence
by wonder and doubt" (xxiv). He seeks a place at a
and identification early in the introduction, when
more welcoming table than those vexed, deathly
explaining how he first encountered a film version
tables where he is brought by his work. Like every
of a sin-eater in The Master of Ballantrae (1953).
being in creation, Lynch emphasizes, he is "hungry
Having swilled the beer and tore at the bread with
for the favor of our creator" (xviii).
his teeth, the sin-eater, "part pirate, part panhandler, dressed in tatters, unshaven and wild -eyed;'
Here and elsewhere Lynch has identified his
thrusts his open palm at the widow, demanding
doubts and yearnings, and he makes clear his
understanding of the sin-eater as the "mouthpiece
payment (ix). The widow feels in need of his ser20
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vices, but hates this need and hates his presence.
She pays him spitefully. He departs. Lynch further
describes the effect here by introducing the Scots
word "swithering"-"to be of two minds, in two
realities at once: grudging and grateful, faithful and
doubtful, broken and beautified-caught between
a mirage and an apocalypse:'
Lynch continues, "I knew him at once:' He
may say this only because it triggers a memory of
reading about a figure in the textbook, and he next
quotes the very passage used as an epigraph in Still
Life in Milford and quoted above. More likely, this
comment is the first to identify the vocation of the
sin-eater with Lynch's own career as a mortician
and funeral director. (He and his family now run a
half dozen funeral homes in Michigan.) In a more
recent note to the four "sin-eater" poems published
in Poetry magazine and featured in the second half
of The Sin-Eater, Lynch repeats the basics from the
textbook description, connecting the custom of
sin-eating to Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, but then
adds this secondary point:
Like undertakers [emphasis mine], they

were needed but not much appreciated,
and not infrequently reviled because of
their proximity to the dead and their
miserable stipend. Their place in the ceremonial landscape of death put them at
times at odds with the reverend clergy.
("His Ambulations")
Lynch throughout his writings spares no occasion when priests deserve gratitude and praise,
but he has also written disparagingly of bad clergymen, and specifically of his sometimes testy
relationships with them when he is attempting to
carry out his professional duties as funeral director. Revilement, adversity, and weakness mark
both sin-eating and undertaking, but as we shall
see, both professions also perform essential rituals
and orchestrate necessary reconciliations. Clergy
and undertaker admirably share a "willingness to
show up in the worst circumstances, outfitted with
·only a willingness to serve" (xxi) . These actions, as
it turns out, are ultimately most important for the
living, who must come to terms with the reality of
the loved one's death.

The sin-eater exists in opposition to traditional
priests, but this contrast risks occluding his clearly
priestly, if ecclesiastically unauthorized, duties. An
"upstart and forger" (xvii), he is rejected by priests
because he competes with them, ministering in
ways that mimic the rites that are only theirs to give.
The sin-eater is an outcast who gives last unction to
those denied it. He is a hardscrabble absolver. Like
priest and undertaker both, he mediates between
life and afterlife, prepares the dead to depart from
the living. He does it as much for the living as
the dead. The sin-eater is a death figure but also
peace giver, carrying out, as do his counterparts,
"liturgies of thanks and praise and affliction" and
"an act of sacred community theater" ("Dead and
Gone" 6, "Grave Affairs" 19). Lynch's more colloquial description in the essay "Good Grief;' of an
audience he once addressed composed of priests,
pastors, funeral directors, and hospice-caregivers,
fits the sin -eater just as well: "they work, so to
speak, in the deep end of the pool, with the dying,
the dead and the bereaved" (20). More seriously,
in the introduction he describes how his work
ensures that he regularly witnesses the "uncommon courage" of these workers, whereby their faith
emboldens his (xxi).
In The Sin-Eater's introduction, Lynch
establishes this connection between priest and
sin -eater by first creating one between priest and
undertaker, and he does this by turning to family narrative, one previously narrated in Bodies in
Motion and at Rest (139-48) . His father's uncle
was a young priest who died of pneumonia in
Taos in 1936. When arrangements were being
made for burial at the local funeral home in
Michigan, Lynch's twelve-year-old father sneaked
off and wandered the mortuary till he encountered two men dressing his uncle in liturgical
vestments. He sees them lift the body from the
porcelain table to the coffin, calling it an "elevation, this slow, almost ritual hefting of the body"
(xiv). Lynch makes explicit the elevation of the
host during Mass. This incident inspired Lynch's
father to become a mortician. When asked, why
not a priest?, he said bluntly, "the priest was dead"
(xv), and there is more truth here than may be
supposed. In the witnessed scene, the funeralhome workers have, in one sense, taken over the
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ministrations toward the dead that the dead priest
has now ceased to practice.
We have thus far identified two of the three
brokers, or mediators, that the sin-eater evokes,
namely the priest and the undertaker. To this pair
the poet must be added, for there are affinities with
the poet, and with the poet Lynch particularly, in
his character of Argyle. The poet is a mediator like
the others, but is also a messenger, a transmitter
of mediation beyond the immediate need and
ceremonial occasion. Arguably Lynch and Argyle
converge in this messenger identity, or alternately,
the author becomes a messenger of his life-anddeath vocation through this project of poetically
dramatizing the similar mediating work of the
sin-eater. Ironically, Lynch first presents his poetic
formation in his introductory essay by recalling his
first, boyhood glimpses of life in the priesthood.
As an altar boy, he was entranced by the "magic
Latin;' and had a knack for the ancient language's
"vowel-rich acoustics" (xvi). He came to love the
"sound of religion" (xvii), and he responded to
Christianity's powerful metaphors, so that family
meals became "sacred theater" at which he and
his fellow "prodigal" siblings returned from daily
wanderings. Yet setting the language itself aside,
soon Lynch questioned the history and doctrines
it affirmed and celebrated: he lamented the "legalisms and accountancy;' the same phrasing used to
describe the sin-eater's resistance to the Church
and his own role, a complicit one, outside of it:
"The accountancy of sin and punishment at once
offends him and feeds him" (xxii). Lynch's church
history and the ambivalence to which it led represent the "ground and compost out of which
Argyle arose" (xix). He likewise identifies with the
character's more patent weaknesses and sins of his
own, admitting that his divided mind toward the
Church and the priesthood (at one point his family
had actively encouraged him in this pursuit) was
brought on by "mighty nature;' or in other words,
women and romance and sex. Yeats's letter to
Olivia Shakespear on how there are only two great
subjects-sex and death-is a favorite passage of
Lynch's, and he memorably fuses the subjects in
the poem "How It's Done Here"-"We heat graves
here for winter burials I as a kind of foreplay before
digging in" (Still Life in Milford 120). Argyle's pecu22
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liar work felt akin to his own "stumblings, both
religiously and occupationally" (Sin-Eater xxi).
Considering the book as a whole, Lynch consciously thought of its twenty-four poems, each of
twenty-four lines, as approaching in form other
"brief meditations and reliance on numbers and
counts that were a part of the churchy rubrics"
(xx)-stations of the cross, deadly sins, glorious
and sorrowful mysteries, books of hours, and so
on, hence the book's subtitle of "breviary:' Poetry's
association with meter, with prescribed, patterned
numbers of syllables, words, and lines, has led him
to speak of the "accounting" of this art, which,
framed in this way, becomes a fruitful, more positive accountancy compared with the legalistic
version that troubles both Lynch and his sin-eater
character.
Jeffrey Klein has explored at length in Lynch's
writing the cluster of sacred actions among the
priest, undertaker, and poet. According to Klein,
Lynch's words become carriers of the sacred that
seek to "in-corpse" in language the still sacred
presence of a dead body, as well as the body's
absence of life still desired by the living (87-88).
The goal necessarily falls short of resurrection, but
it is at least a textual record, a witness or service.
Poems and funerals "become icons of meaning
that point toward something transcendent and
uncontainable in the present state of reality" (Klein
104). Lynch himself more directly treats this relationship near the end of his introductory "Introit:'
Prayer and poetry, he argues there, are both "forms
of 'raised speech' by which we attempt to commune with our makers and creation, with the gone
but not forgotten" (xxii). Argyle's hunger and his
work are meant as metaphors for "those rituals and
rubrics;' that raised speech. It may even be that the
poet's "raised" speech approximates the priest's elevation of the host, the undertakers' raising of the
dead body from the porcelain table into the coffin. Each of these, Lynch argues, like the sin -eater's
ritual, is a "sacrament of renewal and restoration;'
nourishing our hope (xxiii).
ll of these themes addressed above are
present in The Sin-Eater's twenty-four
poems, and the short readings that follow
of the opening and closing poems in this collec-

A

tion will seek to connect Lynch's abiding concerns
with the character of Argyle, his work and his
struggles, and his own pilgrimage. If tattered
and despised, Argyle is clearly a pilgrim whom
Lynch values; he relates the sin-eater's travels and
encounters with surprising compassion that is not
diminished by the narrative's frankness and bluntness. The opening poem, "The Sin Eater;' plunges
into its titular action from a third-person perspective, that of the bystander in the room with the
deceased. It introduces Argyle as a "narrow hungry man" with a "wicked upturn'' to his eyebrow
(3). He must do his work amid the family's "whispering con tempts;' but work he does-gulping the
beer and the venial sins it contains, turning to the
bread leavened with "cardinal mischiefs:' The first
words we hear Argyle speak are, "Sixpence. I'm
sorry;' establishing both the transactional basis of
Argyle's trade but also his capacity, if terse here,
for sympathy. The short comment reflects in brevis Lynch's own nuanced feelings about his role as
undertaker: he takes pains to distance his work
from "ministry in the religious sense;' preferring
to think of it instead as an "exercise in humanity;'
but he has also said in an interview that undertaking is a "way to minister to people" ("What
Makes a Good Funeral?" 17; Smith 2000). The
sin-eater's terseness, his focus without pleasantries
on the necessary work at hand, may also symbolize Lynch's own resistance to consumer-catering,
indulgent funeral trends. Reviewing some writings on death, he praises them for displaying a
"welcome refusal to traffic in warm fuzzies or psychobabble;' for being "hushed enough to listen to
the din of creation in the rattle of death" (Rev. of
The Eternal Pity). In these poems, Argyle experiences that shift from death to creation when his
work is done and he escapes into landscape. The
first poem ends with Argyle's departure, "down
the land I between hay-ricks and Friesians with
their calves;' with two parishes standing between
him and the ocean. It is the first of many appearances of western Irish environs in the book, a
setting dear to Lynch. The facing photo, "Friesans
Moveen;' visually accentuates this presence.
The final two poems in The Sin-Eater introduce new perspectives and companions and
intensify their language so as to ensure a resound-

ingly climatic conclusion to the sequence and
book. ''Argyle on Knocknagaroon" places the sineater on Knocknagaroon Hill, and its last lines
become a celebration of the book's landscape:
"the broad green palm of Moveen before him;'
the West Clare peninsula's "narrowing headlands"
behind him, the Atlantic on one side, the river
Shannon on the other (47). The effect is rhapsodic:
"it seemed he occupied the hand of God: I open,
upturned, outstretched, uplifting him:' More precisely, though, Argyle arrives at this consoling spot

The sin -eater's terseness, his
focus without pleasantries on
the necessary work at hand,
may also symbolize Lynch's own
resistance to consumer-catering,
indulgent funeral trends.

because of spiritual struggle in the lines above. He
can barely hear God's voice among nature's sounds
("batwing and bird-whistle;' the "hiss of tides
retreating"), and he cannot readily discern the will
or plan of, in a now familiar Lynchian periphrasis, "Whoever Is In Charge Here [.]" These doubts
make him doubt in turn those who seem too free
from doubt-those who claim "blessed assurances
or certainty: I a One and Only Way and Truth and
Life[.]" Yet Argyle finds it unlikely that "Whatever
Breathes in Everything I mightn't speak in every
wondrous tongue;" that is, he finds it nonsense
that only one narrow aspect of creation would
reflect the Creator. His concluding sense of occupying God's hand, then, is an especially reassuring
moment, and the setting of Knocknagaroon Hill
turns the poem into a scene of divine encounter,
a modest corollary scene to be put beside Moses
on Sinai and the disciples who witness Christ's
Transfiguration. Incidentally, Lynch experienced
a moment of clear seeing similar to Argyle's when
once a flight descended from the northwest toward
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the Shannon estuary: "the cloudbanks opened over
the ocean ... and I could see the whole coastline of
the peninsula" ("The Same but Different"). This
passage, found in an essay on the author's life in
Ireland, lists many of the places that have appeared
throughout The Sin-Eater: Loop Head, Bishop's
Island, Goleen, and his family cottage and those
of local friends. And there, too, is Knocknagaroon,
and atop it twin masts "that the pilots aim for in
the fog:' As with those pilots, this hilltop for Argyle
becomes a site for reassuring orientation. The facing photo provides a God's-eye perspective similar
to the one that author and character have experienced. A note informs us that "Peninsula" was
taken from ten thousand feet as a plane departed
Shannon for New York (52).
The photograph accompanying the final poem,
"Recompense His Paraclete;' is entirely different:
it is a close-up of a donkey, whiskered snout and
flared nostrils at the center. A note confirms the
expectation that this photo, "Paraclete Moveen" is
a portrait of Charles, otherwise called The Moveen
Lad, "the author's champion donkey derby racer:'
We are also told that in the photo the donkey is

Paraclete Moveen .
Reprinted with permission of Paraclete Press .

in "solitary confinement;' a necessary quarantining because of "brutish lust" that was narrated in
the poem "The Names of Donkeys" in Walking
Papers (56). Lynch's donkey's inordinate appetite
and contextual isolation in the photo makes him
a well-suited doppelganger (or vice versa!) for the
24
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piebald donkey that becomes Argyle's paraclete or
comforter in this last poem. The sin -eater receives
the donkey from a "sad-eyed parish priest" whose
sins he "supped away" (49). This final scene of
Argyle at work is curious insofar as it shows him
performing his function on a priest's behalf, rather
than in competition with him, and he also does
this service prior to the priest's death. The priest
makes a punning joke about everyone having at
least one ass, and however worn out the punch
line, the association it creates also invites the spirit
of St. Francis into the book's conclusion. Francis
called the body Brother Ass, and here the sin-eater
and donkey seem as connected:
Argyle named the wee jack Recompense
and got good orderly direction from it.
Wherever the one went, so went the other
bearing mighty nature's burdens wordlessly,
the brown sign of the cross across their backs.
The donkey's leading of Argyle is comic but confirms the solidarity between the two. In Francis's
conceptualization of the body as Brother Ass
they even become one symbolic unit:
the donkey is the outwardly materialized body, as if separated from the still
embodied soul. In an essay on Charles
the Donkey, Lynch sees in the animal a
"sort of cipher for the Brotherhood of
Man, fraternity of miscreants;' and he
describes how it was a "kind of daily
office" to stand in the grass with Charles
("On the Brotherhood of Asses" 4). In
this shared miscreancy both man and
beast must, as Francis understood, bear
"mighty nature's burdens:' The two are
increasingly alike in their having "the
brown sign of the cross across their
backs;' referring to the cross-like tuft of
hairs on the donkey's back that Lynch
remarks upon in his essay (6). The donkey leads the man, and the man seems to assume
some of the donkey's features.
But of course the sin-eater and donkey are not
one and the same literally, for that would deny the
donkey's role as paraclete, and the companionship
that Argyle receives only at the very end of the

sequence. It is no less important for being humble
in nature. Lynch's own experience mirrors his character's. Describing his own solitary "monk's life" in
Ireland, he praises his donkey's "insuperable calm"
that made it "the perfect confessor and scape-ass"
able to bear burdens ("On the Brotherhood of
Asses" 5). Lynch's description of "scape-ass" plays
on the word "scapegoat;' which is what Argyle is
in his role as sin-eater. There is a suggestion here
that the donkey, by sharing burdens, can now be
a scapegoat to the scapegoat Argyle. The naming of the donkey Recompense further verifies its
value as a companion. The word, in its noun form,
means variously "reparation;' "atonement or satisfaction for a misdeed or offence;' "compensation
or return for trouble, exertion, services, or merit;'
"compensation for a loss or injury sustained;'
and "compensation for a defect or imperfection"
(OED s.v. "recompense" def. 1, 3, Sa., Sb.). Psalm
18:20 can be surprisingly applied here-"The Lord
has rewarded me according to my righteousness;
According to the cleanness of my hands he has
recompensed me" (NAS)-and the Authorized
Version uses the word when Boaz asks that Ruth
be blessed: "The Lord recompense thy work.. :'
Truly, all of these meanings arguably apply to the
sin-eater's history, and his and the donkey's relationship, and the attendant aspects of fulfillment
and equal standing may be most important of
all. The last half of the poem turns in a distinctly
eschatological direction, even as Argyle's earlier
restlessness-his ambulations, his walking "aimlessly" with "neither mule nor map" (Sin-Eater
19)-reoccupies the foreground in a more refined,
end-minded way. "The last was ever seen of them
was headed west, I a tatterdemalion and his factotum-" In other words, Argyle the ragamuffin and
motley walks off into the sunset and toward the
sea with his burden-bearer Recompense, although
they do not drift quietly off the page.
Instead, they go wildly, loudly, and as if celebrating, "braying and flailing out gestures of
blessing I over hedgerow and hay-bales, man
and beast I alike[.]" Argyle becomes more like
his forebear, the missionary monk St. Columba,
referred to in earlier poems. The world, at least
in this honoring recessional of Lynch's, is set
right, or "rectified[.]" The donkey becomes here

what Lynch calls him in his aforementioned
essay, "Everyman and Fellow Traveler" (4), just
as in the earlier poem "The Names of Donkeys"
Lynch repeatedly expresses "kinship" between
man and beast: "driven by selfsame hungers and
desires': .. "bearing his crosses, keeping his own
counsel, I much as I figured I myself was doing[.]"
That poem ends with a vision of "all those gone I
before" being distinctly donkey-like: "who stood
this ground in their own times, and bore their
burdens" (Walking Papers 52, 58). Yet here, in
"Recompense His Paraclete;' the world they bless
is primarily an animal world-"cats pardoned,
curs absolved, tethered cattle loosed, I and all of
vast creation reconciled I in one last spasm of forgiveness:' For better or worse, Argyle seems more
content amid the animals and free of human relationship or partnerships of commercial necessity.
In hindsight, the last few poems and photographs
have prepared the way for the eleventh-hour
introduction of Recompense and Argyle's current
situation. There was the figurative "animal christening" earlier in the sequence, a photo of kittens
identified as "supplicants" in its title, and most
relevantly, another photo, "Piebalds at Feed;' not
only of Lynch's donkey Charles, but of "Three of
the author's piebald donkeys;' as the note explains
(52). Argyle's and Recompense's casting of blessings among all creation has to it an apocalyptic,
messianic quality, but afterward the pair does
quietly exit, again with a suggestion of unity and
shared direction: "where the road turned toward
the sea they turned with it:' The lack of punctuation here enacts a seamless, effortless following of
the path, even as the sea as destination suggests
an endgame. Perhaps, at last, Argyle feels at home
in the world, or perhaps he anticipates soon leaving the world. Either reading of the ending seems
equally feasible.
The mixed vision of The Sin-Eater's final
scene-part pilgrim's persistence and fulfillment,
part welcomed entering into oblivion-is natural enough as hybridized attitude, combining as
it does the notion of death as a journey and the
Christian hope of a heavenly arrival, of being
restored and made whole. The language of travel
hooks itself into the Church's end-of-life terms. It
is there in the Franciscan "Transitus" that Argyle
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earlier contemplated, and it is likewise present in
the viaticum, the Eucharist given to the dying, a last
supper for one about to set out on a journey. This
connection was present in Lynch's poetic imagination at a very early phase. In his first book, for
example, he presents a scenario similar to Argyle's
in ''A Dream of Death in the First- Person;' which,
not incidentally, is also set in the Irish countryside: ''I'm coming the coast road into Moveen"
(Skating with Heather Grace 24). The speaker realizes he is dreaming, and recalls a specific dream
where "great soaring gulls" coax him "to join them
in the air beyond the land;' inviting him, that is,
into a more personal transmutation of the Ovidian
variety. This transformation, a flight into different
form, inverts the descent -oriented transition from
life to death represented by funeral and burial. It
also looks ahead to the souls freed by Argyle's sineating work soon "reincarnate as gulls or plovers"
(The Sin-Eater 23). Lynch's story "Hunter's Moon"
also features a protagonist, the grieving widower
Harold Keehn, who imagines journeying toward
destiny: "On the best days he could imagine himself walking all the way to Cheboygan, on out the
Straits Highway at the north end of town, along the
edge of the big water to Mackinaw City, over the
bridge to the Upper Peninsula and into whatever
oblivion God had in mind for him" (Apparition &
Late Fiction 56-57). Of course all geographies are
personal: James Atlas in an essay on aging quotes
his California grandmother's referring to death
as "going to Chicago:' Lynch's character's itinerary assumes greater personal importance shortly
afterward, when the character confesses that time
is for him a kind of geography as well. He thinks
of north as the future, his time remaining, and in
his imagined journey, he marches northward, as if
to consume whatever time he has left. Metaphors
of journey and pilgrimage are central to Lynch's
writing, then, and for the author the metaphor is
meant as an inclusive, even universal one: even
the priests involved in the Church's abuse scandals Lynch calls "defective fellow travelers" (Wolfe
59). Arguably he envisions most extremely his
own mortal journey, seeking to equip the living by
speaking rhetorically from beyond that journey's
terminus. In "Tract;' one of his most powerful
prose pieces, he counsels his surviving family on
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his funeral. "So do what suits you;' he says. "It is
yours to do. You're entitled to wholesale on most
of it" (The Undertaking 196). Mainly though, he
guides these mourners and survivors toward and
beyond this particular difficult stop on their own
journeys: "Go now, I think you are ready" (199).
With its memorable title character whose
actions associate him with priest, undertaker, and
poet, The Sin-Eater represents a thoughtful, dramatic meditation on Lynch's careers, as a writer
of several books and as one who has buried some
six thousand of his townspeople. From the compiled nature of the project to the creative powers
freshly brought to bear on familiar themes, it is a
culminating book, and as such is a fitting volume,
and a fitting moment, from which to consider
Lynch's writing up to this point. It is easy to imagine Lynch's work enjoying ongoing interest among
readers. I think of that scene in Chekhov's Three
Sisters, where the colonel and battery commander
Vershinin asks what life will be like in three hundred years. Baron Tuzenbach, a lieutenant, replies.
He envisions flying machines and different-style
jackets, but is convinced that life will not have
really changed. "It will still be hard and happy and
mysterious;' he says. People will still go around
complaining that life is hard, "and they will still
be afraid to die, the same as they are now:' This
fear of dying, our own obsessions with sex and
death, these primal outlooks will ensure that
Lynch is an author of relevance for a great many
years, and that many readers will continue to find
his insights greatly rewarding. Wandering across
western Ireland, Argyle in The Sin-Eater gives
shape and voice to Lynch's imaginings on vocation
and salvation, whereby "everything is reconciled"
(xxii). It is a poet's vision, mixed with shabbiness,
flatulence, kindness, and blessing. It. is a vision
that points ahead to his (Lynch's), his (Argyle's),
and our hope. ·~

Brett Foster is Associate Professor of
English at Wheaton College. He is author,
most recently, of The Garbage Eater: Poems
(Triquarterly 2011 ). This essay is a part of a
longer study of Lynch's writings.
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George F. Kennan and the
Hubris of Power
Mel Piehl

G

EORGE FROST KENNAN REMAINS A NAME

to be reckoned with, even beyond the
world of American international relations
and diplomatic history (or as today's historians say,
''America in the world") where he made his primary
mark. Generations of foreign affairs and history
students came of age reading Kennan's crisply written American Diplomacy (1951), and no American
history survey is complete without citing Kennan's
most famous achievement: formulating the policy
of "containment" of the Soviet Union in the early
days of the Cold War.
While there is an extensive literature on
Kennan's influential role in US foreign policy,
John Lewis Gaddis's weighty biography is the first
scholarly treatment of Kennan's life. Not only is it
the first, but George F. Kennan: An American Life
(Penguin Press HC, 2011) well deserves the label
"definitive:' This is because in 1981, at the age of
seventy-eight, Kennan gave Gaddis, one of the
most prominent American diplomatic historians,
access to all his personal papers, letters, and even
his diaries, and encouraged him to write an authorized biography, to appear after Kennan's death.
What neither Gaddis nor Kennan anticipated,
though, is that while Gaddis worked on the book
Kennan would live on and on ... and on-until
2005, when he died at the age of 101. As Kennan
lamented in 2003, in his characteristic way, "My
unnatural longevity is now becoming a serious
burden to others. Poor John Gaddis has seen his
undertaking being put off for years while he waits
for me to make way for if' Gaddis even learned
that his students at Yale were betting on which of
the two would die first.
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The book's long gestation meant that Gaddis
became deeply immersed for decades in his subject's contemporary as well as his earlier life. Even
though Kennan made no effort to control or read
anything Gaddis would write about him, Gaddis at
times exhibits some irritability and frustration with
his subject, as if he and Kennan had spent too many
hours together on a long road trip.
Nevertheless, the biography is a highly engaging
read. Gaddis's account of Kennan's childhood and
youth indicates the unusual combination of personal
confidence and doubt that appeared throughout his
life. Kennan was born in 1904 in Milwaukee into a
modest, well-educated middle-class family ofScotchIrish Presbyterians. George F. Kennan's father, Kent
Kennan, was a tax attorney and a sensitive but emotionally distant man. His mother, Florence (James)
Kennan, died of a ruptured appendix a few months
after his birth. George long believed she had died as
a result of his childbirth.
This maternal absence, combined with a generally repressed home atmosphere and Kent's
remarriage to a woman who took little interest in
his children, meant that the sensitive, observant
George had few emotional outlets other than his
sister Jeanette, who became his lifelong intimate
correspondent and sounding board. He also found
intense pleasure and release during summers at
Lake Nagawicka, west of Milwaukee, where his
deceased mother's family maintained a home; it
was there that George developed his love of the
natural world and his acute feeling for its every
mood and detail. Gaddis does suggest the connection between Kennan's motherless childhood
and his lifelong feelings of displacement, longing,

and loss, though a more psychologically penetrating biographer might have made even more of this
than Gaddis does.
A brilliant student oflanguages and literaturealready fluent in German by the time he left for
college-Kennan was something of a middleclass outsider at wealthy 1920s Princeton, which
another Midwesterner, F. Scott Fitzgerald, had
recently described as "the pleasantest country club
in America:' Though Kennan soaked up the academic opportunities at the Ivy League college, his
rejection by the exclusive "eating clubs" meant that
he took his meals with the other "rejects;' another

experience that contributed to his sense that "one
had to make one's own standards; one could not
just accept those of other people:' It was partly to
explore his "own standards" that Kennan began
keeping the keen, introspective, lifelong diaries that
he eventually drew on for the rich, imaginatively
powerful Memoirs, 1925-1950 that he published in
1967. These diaries are a critical source for Gaddis,
though he argues that Kennan often distorted or
exaggerated events, and sometimes his own feelings, for emotional or literary effect.
After a nearly penniless summer tramp across
Europe with a Princeton friend, Kennan decided to
enter the US Foreign Service as a junior officer in
1926. Funded by the State Department for graduate

study in Berlin, Kennan became fluent in Russian
and then spent several years in the "listening post"
on the Soviet Union in the American embassy in
Riga, Latvia. When Franklin Roosevelt finally
established diplomatic relations with the Soviets in
1933, Kennan assisted the first American ambassador, William Bullitt, in the difficult task of opening
the US embassy amidst the harsh conditions of
Stalin's Moscow.
The young Kennan was thus already the State
Department's foremost Russian expert, and the rest
of his professional career would be closely bound
up with the stormy course of US-Soviet relations.
While Kennan certainly served his superiors well by
analyzing Soviet politics and policy in the conventional mode, he also soon developed a feeling for the
Russian language and the Russian people far deeper
than any ordinary diplomat's. He steeped himself in
Russian literature, from Pushkin to Pasternak, and
despite the tight controls on US diplomats managed
to engage in substantial travel around the country.
When Kennan returned to Moscow in 1942 after
diplomatic stints in Prague and Berlin (during
World War II but before the US entry in 1941), his
deep knowledge of the country as well as of Stalinist
policy and behavior enabled him to see through the
nai:ve perspectives that many Americans, including Franklin Roosevelt and wartime Ambassador
Joseph Davies, promulgated during the US-Soviet
alliance against Nazi Germany.
It was Kennan's "long telegram" of February
24, 1946, followed by a similar article in Foreign
Affairs (signed "Mr. X;' since Foreign Service officers were not allowed to write publicly under their
own names) that propelled Kennan to fame, first
within the government and then beyond. Kennan's
astute and forceful analysis of Stalin's Communist
state and ideology as simultaneously expansive and
yet fearful, along with his penetrating advocacy of
a firm but not aggressive American response to
meet and "contain'' Soviet power until it could be
transformed from within, laid the essential theoretical foundations for US policy from the late 1940s
until the collapse of Communism and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. After returning
to Washington, Kennan worked extensively on
the Marshall Plan that revived the economics of
Western Europe, became head of the first State
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Department policy planning staff, and then served
briefly as US ambassador to the USSR in 1952 until
he was expelled by Stalin himself.
As high as he rose in the foreign policy establishment, and as much as he enjoyed his influence
there, Kennan innately resisted institutional
groupthink and maintained his own prickly independence. Even though firmly anticommunist, he
became increasingly disillusioned with the thrust of
America's Cold War policies, policies that, as many
critics, including Gaddis, point out, he himself had
played a large role in developing. By the early 19 50s,

Kennan stands out for his
independence, his modesty, and
his reflection of some of the best
of the American political and
diplomatic tradition.
Kennan insisted that he had always intended containment to be primarily a political, not a military
strategy, as it largely became under NATO. Kennan
also began publicly advocating what he had first
proposed internally as "Plan 1\' in the late 1940s:
negotiations with the Soviets for joint military withdrawal from divided Germany and the creation of
a unified, neutral German state between the two
Cold War military blocs. (This proposal was not as
far- fetched as it later seemed. It initially had considerable credibility inside the State Department and
was what did happen in 1955 in the case of jointly
occupied Austria).
Kennan's public advocacy of this policy infuriated his former boss and onetime friend, Truman's
Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and made Kennan
persona non grata in many Washington circles.
Gaddis is at his best, and his expertise as a Cold War
historian most evident, as he details these debates
and sets them within both historical and contemporary contexts. While Gaddis never uses the
term "conservative" to describe Kennan, he should
have, since it is evident that Kennan-always an
intellectual elitist-had become increasingly disaffected from the moralizing, blustering, and often
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militaristic posturing in Europe and around the
world that many Cold Warriors displayed.
Gaddis shows that it was this ingrained intellectual humility and moral conservatism that led to
Kennan's second most luminous historical performance: as a critic of the Vietnam War. In contrast to
smug, technocratic "best and brightest" policymakers like McGeorge Bundy and Robert McNamara,
who plunged the US into the Vietnamese civil war
with supreme confidence (or arrogance), Kennan
predicted early on that Americans' lack of understanding of Vietnam and its culture would lead to
disaster. In his testimony before Senator J. William
Fulbright's Senate Foreign Affairs Committee in
1966, Kennan tellingly quoted Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams's words of 1821, uttered against
an earlier set of American global crusaders: '1\rnerica
goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroY:'
In this instance, as in many others that Gaddis
analyzes, Kennan stands out from others in the
Northeastern foreign policy elite for his independence, his modesty, and his reflection of some of
the best of the American political and diplomatic
tradition. Kennan was not always right, as Gaddis
is not loath to point out, and he was frequently
an irritant to his more hardheaded colleagues. As
Kennan once wittily described his relations with his
peers in verse:
How long before the unctuous fly
-Its love for mammals still undauntedWill learn from swats and slaps and flails
From sticky traps and swishing tails
That its attentions are unwanted?
But it is Kennan the man, the writer, and the
person of faith, even more than Kennan the diplomat and theorist of international relations, who
proves most fascinating. And it is here where
Gaddis's biography, highly informed and competent as it is, fails to take Kennan's full measure.
Even when Gaddis provides abundant research
and informed analysis, he has trouble plumbing
the depths of his unusual subject. Gaddis is a fine
historian and a good writer, but it would take a different kind of biographer, one with greater literary
and psychological insight, to paint a richer portrait
of George Kennan.

Personally, Kennan was a complex and compelling character. Steeped in an ethic of Midwestern
and Calvinist conventionality and aspiration, he
craved professional achievement and recognition and outwardly succeeded beyond his dreams.
Yet his own constant self-doubts and intensely
emotional mood swings-perhaps rooted in his
motherless childhood-led him to develop a rich
and unconventional inner life that far exceeded
those of most men or women of affairs, much less
ordinary State Department bureaucrats or establishment grandees.
During his early posting
in Weimar Berlin, for instance,
Kennan developed friendships
with several offbeat artists and
writers. "I always had these
curious friends;' Kennan later
observed. "People who are a
little unusual-the Bohemethey understand me better than
do the regular ones:' Falling
in love with the Russian language-"rich, pithy, musical,
sometimes tender, sometimes
earthy and brutal, sometimes
classical and severe"-Kennan
chose to spend one Christmas
at a fifteenth-century Russian
monastery located inside the
Estonian border and concluded
that the key to addressing
the problems of the increasingly frantic modern
world, and perhaps his own as well, lay in pursuing
not breadth of knowledge but depth, in meditating
more fully on human nature, "about which we know
everything but understand nothing:'
Kennan's arresting diaries and letters to his
sister seem in large measure an attempt to acquire
and express such self-understanding, as were his
retreats into music, sailing, and the farm in East
Berlin, Pennsylvania, where he spent time tending animals, pitching hay, and chatting with rural
neighbors. As much as he moved readily in the
lofty world of statecraft and power and diplomacy,
George Kennan found few genuine soulmates
there. One of the few was atomic physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer, who brought Kennan to Princeton's

Institute of Advanced Studies. Kennan wrote of
Oppenheimer what he could have said of himself:
"Underneath [his] edgy impatience there lay one
of the most sentimental of natures, an enormous
thirst for friendship and affection, and a touching
belief... in what he thought should be the fraternity
of advanced scholarship:'
Toward the end of his life, Gaddis reports,
George Kennan reflected that he should perhaps
have been a writer rather than a diplomat. In fact,
he was both. He eventually won two National Book
Awards, one for the first volume of his compelling history Russia Leaves the
War (1957) and one for his
Memoirs, 1925-1950 (1967),
and he published other fine
histories. Although these
books were history and memoir rather than the imaginative
fiction that Kennan might
have produced, they brought
to these genres the lyrical, literary gifts that Kennan had
earlier deployed primarily for
his own satisfaction.
Russia Leaves the War,
for instance, begins with a
description of the Russian
capital of St. Petersburg that
could match the opening of
any novel:
The high northern latitude, the extreme
slant of the sun's rays, the flatness of the
terrain, the frequent breaking of the landscape by wide, shimmering expanses of
water: all these combine to accent the
horizontal at the expense of the vertical and to create everywhere the sense
of immense space, distance, and power.
The heaven is vast, the skyline remote and
extended.... At every hand one feels the
proximity of the great wilderness of the
Russian north-silent, somber, infinitely
patient.
And has there been any other American diplomat,
besides perhaps John Hay, who could, during a
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long transatlantic flight home after an exhausting
conference in postwar Germany, write a poem like
this?
From out this world of stars and mists and
motion
The dawn-impatient of the time allowedProbes sharply down the canyons of the cloud
To find the fragments of an empty ocean.
Let not this glowing hemisphere oflight
Seduce the home-bound pilgrim to elation;
He may not hope-against the dawn's
inflationTo see his darkness passing like the night.
The endless flight on which his plane is sent
Will know no final landing field. Content
Be he whose peace of mind from this may stem:
That he, as Fortune's mild and patient claimant,
Has heard the rustling of Time-God's raiment,
And has contrived to touch the gleaming hem.
Finally, there is Kennan's religious life. The spiritual dimension of Kennan's experience and outlook
on the world plays only a small role in Gaddis's
biography, and Gaddis makes relatively little of it.
Yet many of Kennan's finer qualities, especially his
caution about overweening power and his keen
attention to the human consequences of diplomacy
and relations among nations, can be connected to
his Christianity.
While he abandoned his childhood
Presbyterianism for a time, Kennan's experiences
in Russia and elsewhere led him to cultivate his
faith and return to the church. He wrote, "I have
never felt anything but the deepest respect for the
grandeur of the Church's spiritual tradition, the
power and beauty of its ritual, and the warm current of human feeling that flows through its life:'
In later years he was an active member of the First
Presbyterian Church in Princeton, New Jersey, and
sometimes delivered lay sermons there, including
one on Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion.
As was the case with many mid-twentieth century
mainstream American Presbyterians, Kennan's was
not a doctrinally exact faith. But unlike many other
Americans of his sophistication and learning, he
possessed a genuine piety and "a great horror of
people who have no fear of God:'
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Unlike some Christians who have presented
themselves in public life in recent decades, Kennan
felt no need to proclaim his or his nation's righteousness. And in fact he believed that much of
America's often noisy assertion of its own singular virtue and purity abroad constituted a national
counterpart of the pride that goeth before a fall that
Scripture warns of. Part of Kennan's success as a
policy analyst, at his best, was his ability to understand and empathize with other peoples, no matter
how ugly their behavior or alien their outlook. One
of the reasons he believed that steady pressure,
not threats or aggression, was the way ultimately
to alter Soviet policy was his informed conviction
that the country's Communist rulers did not really
reflect the true Russia's deepest moral and spiritual
qualities-and that these would eventually reassert
themselves if given time.
In another instance, assessing the Chinese
Communists in the 1960s, Kennan soberly took
note of their fanatical ideology, their brutality, and
their hatred of Americans and Westerners, but
then said that the United States should not be "the
avenging angel of all humanity:' America should
not forget that the Communists, for all their cynicism and cruelty, were only human, that they had
"mothers and children and affections:' Like all people, they were what their circumstances had made
them, Kennan argued, and new circumstancesincluding the combination of Western pressure and
negotiation-could determine what they, or their
successors, could become.
Such perspectives, of course, are not uniquely
Christian, or religious. And Kennan would have
been horrified by any proposal for a "Christian foreign policy" for the United States. Yet amidst the
swirling and often horrific currents of the times in
which he lived, and amidst the hubris of many of
his own fellow citizens trumpeting "the American
Century:' George F. Kennan demonstrated how
qualities that often find their deepest roots in a
transcendent faith can serve the practical good of
both nation and humanity. -~

Mel Piehl is Dean and Professor of Humanities
and History in Christ College, Valparaiso
University.
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Perhaps you would like it here.
We have books we never read
on expeditions and disease.
The ones we read you wouldn't like.
Our kitchen swims with light.
We have food you couldn't guess,
fridge drawers algid as Tibet.
For us an egg will suffice,

I

but to you all things are open.
Perhaps you would like it here.
Our apples taste like apple beer.
When we talk our guests take ease,
witch the night with words.
There are rods for rent and kites
drifting in the boatshed.
We have lawns and flightless birdspredators are shot on sight.
The lodge is a pageant of bears
you can draw and touch, their eyes
fierce as real bear eyes.

I
I

Summer days our maid ski boards.
Her hair is thick and pure.

I
I

Perhaps you would like it here,
hand in hand, towel at your side.

Martin Cockroft
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Do I Have To Buy Health Insurance If I Want a Big Gulp?
Mandates, Freedom, and Health Care
Peter Meilaender

I

F THERE WAS EVER ANY QUESTION THAT " TH E

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act;'
a.k.a. Obamacare, would be a major issue in this
year's presidential election (and there never was),
then Mitt Romney's selection of Paul Ryan as his
vice-presidential candidate ended it. By selecting
as his running mate the GOP's chief spokesman
on budgetary matters, Romney ensured that
Obamacare would remain front and center in
the campaign. Within days the Democrats were
attacking Ryan's position on Medicare in particular, clearly expecting this to be a winning issue
for them. Ryan's elevation to the ticket, of course,
came roughly a month after the Supreme Court
had allowed Obamacare's most controversial
provision-the "individual mandate" requiring all
persons to purchase health insurance-to stand,
not as a legitimate exercise of Congress's power
to regulate interstate commerce, but rather, unexpectedly, as a de facto tax in support of the general
welfare.
I have to admit that I do not really understand
health care policy very well. It always strikes me
as presenting a more or less insoluble dilemma.
The chief problem with our health care system
is rapidly spiraling costs. But those costs appear
to arise due to the combination of a potentially
limitless increase in our medical capabilities (or
more precisely, an increase, the limits of which are
impossible to foresee) and a definitely limitless
demand for whatever new medical advances we
can create. This combination seems guaranteed
to produce a continuing cycle of increasing costs.
Without a sudden stop to technological progress,
which seems improbable, or a conscious decision
by many consumers to forego available technologies and simply accept inferior health or a shorter
life, which seems even more improbable, I am not
sure how we can alter this situation.
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Nevertheless, the confluence of Obamacare,
the Supreme Court's decision, and Ryan's entry
into the presidential race make it hard for anyone
with an interest in politics not to make at least
some effort to figure out what he or she actually thinks about these issues. As I have sorted
through them, I have gradually reached two conelusions. Unfortunately, the first conclusion will
anger all the conservatives reading this, while the
second will anger all the liberals, so by the end of
the essay I will have no remaining allies. I'm not
sure whether this makes me a lonely genius or just
lonely, but at least it should spark controversy.
I am among those who would have preferred
to see the Supreme Court simply strike down
the individual mandate as an unconstitutional
exercise of the Congressional commerce clause
power, rather than resorting to the muddied tax
argument. But to say that Congress is constitutionally forbidden to pass the mandate is neither
to say that the mandate is unconstitutional per
se- the states, after all, have more extensive regulatory powers in this area than does Congress
(so that the earlier Massachusetts version passed
under then-Governor Romney was certainly
constitutional)-nor that it is a bad idea. To the
contrary, I have come to think that the Republicans'
earlier position on the mandate-they were for it,
after all, before they were against it-is more compelling than their recent opposition to it.
The individual mandate was initially a
Republican reform proposal, promoted by conservative pundits and think-tanks such as the
Heritage Foundation. The rationale for the mandate was grounded firmly in the principle of
personal responsibility. People without insurance
tend to seek medical care less frequently and as
a result often do so only when their problems
become extreme, and the urgency of their medical

problems often leads them to visit an emergency
room. Emergency room care is very expensive
to provide, and many problems can be handled
more effectively and at a lower cost if caught earlier. So if we treat such people despite their lack
of insurance (and I assume that most of us prefer
not to live in a society in which we simply choose
not to provide emergency treatment to those in
need when we could do so), their treatment will
impose significant costs on the rest of us. In fact,
the situation imposes a kind of double cost on
us, because the absence of young and relatively
healthy people-those most likely to decide they
need not purchase insurance-from the insurance
pool drives up the cost of insurance for everyone
else. First, the rest of us pay higher premiums than
we would if others took appropriate responsibility
for their own medical needs, and then we have to
pay for their care anyway if they run into an emergency. Instead of allowing people to go without
insurance and effectively forcing the rest of society to bear the financial costs of their decision, we
should require all citizens to have insurance and
thus to take responsibility for their own potential
health needs.
This argument is further buttressed, I think, by
the logic of a free market. This may sound surprising, because market language has been the chief
form of opposition to the mandate: in a market
society, opponents say, government has no business forcing people to purchase a product (here,
health insurance) they would prefer not to purchase. In the abstract, this objection is certainly
correct. But the situation we are dealing with here
is not a normally functioning market in the first
place, since we as a society have decided not to
deny people emergency treatment, whether they
are insured or not. In a normal market, I am free
to choose whether or not to undertake a specific
economic activity. At the same time, however, I
bear the consequences of whatever risks I thereby
incur. If my actions pay off, I reap the benefits; but
if my decisions prove imprudent, I also suffer the
loss. That is not what happens here, not as long as
we provide emergency care to all who need it. The
young or healthy person who elects not to purchase insurance does not in fact bear the risks of
his or her own decision. Instead, the rest of us are

forced to bear them-the opposite of how a market ought to work.
Even if Congress lacks the power to impose
one, then, state-legislated mandates seem to me
to be a very sensible and just policy. A society
that undertakes to guarantee emergency treatment to all who need it must in fairness also ask
its members to shoulder their share of the cost of
that guarantee by insuring themselves. This conclusion, however, should be paired with another,
more radical one: a society that requires its members to purchase health insurance should also
refuse to let the government play any role in providing that insurance. The individual mandate, in
other words, must be paired with an entirely private health-insurance market-no Medicare, no
Medicaid.
We have increasingly strong reasons to
take this position even apart from the mandate,
I believe, but the imposition of a mandatewhich will increase the number of those with
health insurance, and thus the number of those
receiving their coverage through the government, if such is available-makes matters that
much worse. It is difficult to overestimate the
threat to liberty posed by government-supplied
health insurance. The reason for this is actually
quite similar to the logic justifying the individual
mandate. The mandate is reasonable because it
is unfair to force some people to bear the cost of
others' imprudent health choices. Governmentprovided health insurance is problematic for the
same reason: it is unfair to force some people to
bear the cost of others' imprudent health choices.
Yet this is precisely what publicly-funded health
insurance does. If a person eats an unhealthy diet,
leads a sedentary lifestyle, becomes obese, develops heart disease and diabetes, and then requires
costly medical treatment, it is patently unfair to
force other citizens' to pay for that treatmentthe avoidable product of some other person's
own foolish decisions-through their tax dollars.
It is one thing to ask citizens to contribute, say,
to the care of unfortunate people who suffer terrible accidents through no fault of their own. But
it is another altogether to make them pay for the
foreseeable consequences of people's own foolish
choices. The same logic of personal responsibility
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that underlies the mandate also militates against
public health insurance: fairness requires that
people take responsibility for the risks of their
own decisions.
We see this logic playing itself out already,
and we should expect it to do so with greater force
in the future. Consider the recent flap over New
York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg's proposal to
ban the sale of super-sized sugary drinks by local
restaurants. This, of course, is one of the worst,
most offensive, and dumbest proposals ever to
have been made by a public official, and it richly
deserves every ounce of ridicule heaped upon it.
No society with the slightest modicum of concern
for individual liberty could plausibly entertain
such a notion for even a moment. In a free society,
government has no business whatsoever paying
attention to what size soda pop its citizens choose
to order. (I say this as someone who has, I believe,
never purchased a super-sized pop and has no .
particular desire to do so.) But those of us who
realize _the absurdity of Bloomberg's idea must
also recognize that in a society with governmentprovided health insurance, his proposal is not
only legitimate, it is actually a moral obligation.
I cannot justifiably be forced to pay tax dollars to
underwrite someone else's foolish health choices.
Where the government supplies health insurance,
we must-we are morally required to-ban Big
Gulps.
It is clear enough how this logic could extend
itself in a myriad of ways, depending upon which
unhealthy behaviors society feels strongly about at
any point in time. Smoking, of course, is already a
subject of near persecution. (No, I do not smoke,
either.) Drinking may enjoy a certain immunity
due to the historical precedent of prohibition, but
I would not want to rely on that for long. These
days, of course, obesity is the sin du jour, with
"0" in line to become the next scarlet letter. And
if I am going to be asked to pay with my tax dollars for the increasing medical costs of caring
for a society of people who endanger their own
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health through foolish decisions, then of course
the government ought to regulate their behavior
in various ways, in order to avoid unjustly depriving me of my hard-earned income. Banning Big
Gulps is only the beginning. We should also ban
all super-sized food products. Probably we should
just simplify matters and ban french fries altogether. Clearly people have no business buying
candy bars (perhaps we could make an exception
for dark chocolate, given its health benefits), or
chips, or anything at all containing high-fructose
corn syrup. Probably it would also be good to
require a certain amount of daily exercise. Why
should I pay for your heart disease when you
could have avoided it? Come to think of it, we
might just adopt a mandatory Spartan exercise
regimen, along with Sparta's famous diet of black
bread and broth.
Obviously, I do not actually want to do any of
these things. To the contrary, I find them appalling intrusions into personal liberty. (Though I
don't think they are terribly far-fetched in a world
where healthism seems to have replaced religious
faith for so many people, and where many folks
even take Bloomberg seriously.) Unfortunately, to
the extent that we fund health care through public
revenues, we really ought to enact these sorts of
measures-not to do so is unjust to taxpayers. But
enacting them would also be unjust. So to avoid
either injustice, we need to avoid the first step, and
keep the government from becoming involved in
paying for health care in the first place. We can
mandate the purchase of health insurance, but the
market for providing it should be entirely private.
Let's call it the Platform of Personal
Responsibility: the individual mandate, plus the
abolition of Medicare and Medicaid. Now there's a
winning agenda for this election season. ~~

Peter Meilaender is Professor of Political
Science at Houghton College.
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The Ten-Percent Solution
Can Public Higher Education Remain Accessible and Excellent?
Frank J. Colucci

I

N FISHER V. TEXAS THIS TERM, THE US SUPREME

Court will determine the constitutionality
of the University of Texas at Austin's use of
race in undergraduate admissions. While a decision striking this program of affirmative action
seems foreordained, the larger admissions policy
at UT-Austin-framed by the state's race-neutral
Ten Percent Plan-exemplifies the dilemma faced
by state universities across the country seeking
to maintain both academic excellence and broad
access in times of declining public support.
Abigail Fisher and other applicants challenged the UT-Austin's consideration of race
in admissions as a violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment's equal protection clause. The school
defends its program as an effort to promote diversity. The admissions policy does not set aside
seats or give points to members of selected racial
or ethnic groups. Instead, the school argues, it
engages in a holistic review of all applicants for all
remaining spots as individuals-a policy modeled
on the University of Michigan Law School admissions policy affirmed by the Supreme Court in
Grutter v. Bollinger (2003). A federal district court
and a panel of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals,
grudgingly following Grutter, upheld UT-Austin's
·
admissions policy.
The US Supreme Court granted review, and
there appear to be five firm votes to hold the
UT-Austin program unconstitutional and to overrule Grutter. Three dissenters in Grutter-Justices
Scalia, Thomas, and Kennedy-remain on the
Court, and none has ever voted to uphold a government program that allows consideration of
race. Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito came
to the Court after Grutter. However, in a 2007 case
striking down Seattle's use of race in assigning students to public high schools, Roberts-joined by
Alito-concluded his plurality opinion by stating:

"the way to stop discrimination on the basis of
race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race:'
With Justice Kagan recusing herself from the
UT-Austin case, there is no chance that the Court
took this case, ten years after Grutter, to affirm the
lower courts.
UT-Austin's policy of considering race applies
to only 25 percent of its incoming class. The bulk
of seats-75 percent-are predetermined by class
rank under Texas's Ten Percent Plan. The plan
assures that all students who finish in the top 10
percent of the graduating class of their public high
school are assured a spot in any of Texas's public colleges and universities. Most of UT-Austin's
class is thus admitted without consideration of test
scores or of any other individual achievements or
experiences.
The Ten Percent Plan was passed by Texas's
legislature in 1997, a year after the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals, in Hopwood v. Texas, prohibited
the use of race in admissions by UT-Austin's law
school. "We want our universities to reach out to
students from all walks oflife;' said then-Governor
George W Bush, "and this legislation gives them
the flexibility to do that:' As president, announcing his administration's brief in Grutter against
the Michigan program, Bush offered Texas's Ten
Percent Plan as an alternative: "Race-neutral
admissions policies have resulted in levels of
minority attendance for incoming students that
are close to, and in some instances slightly surpass, those under the old race-based approach:'
After the Grutter decision, however, UT-Austin
revised its policy to consider race when filling any
seats remaining after Ten Percent Plan students
were automatically admitted.
The success of the race-neutral Ten Percent
Plan in enrolling more minority students to
UT-Austin-though not challenged in Fisher
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-figured significantly in the Fifth Circuit's
constitutional analysis. "While the Law may have
contributed to an increase in overall minority
enrollment;' wrote Judge Patrick E. Higgenbotham
in the majority opinion, "those minority students
remain clustered in certain programs, limiting
the beneficial effects of educational diversity:'
Conversely, the success of the Ten Percent Plan
was cited in Judge Jerry Smith's special opinion
as a reason why UT-Austin's consideration of race
for admission of the rest is no longer necessary.
"The University was able to obtain approximately
96 percent of the African-American and Hispanic
students enrolled in the 2008 entering in-state
freshman class using race-neutral means;' Smith
wrote. "As such, the University's use of race can be
neither compelling nor narrowly tailored:' (Smith
still voted to uphold UT-Austin's program as "a
faithful application of Grutter's teachings, however flawed I may find those teachings to be:')

G

iven its positive impact on minority
admissions, and his defense of the current
race-based policy, it may seem surprising
that UT-Austin's President William C. Powers has
urged capping the number of students admitted
under the Ten Percent Plan. "Judging people on
one criterion is not the way to do admissions policy;' Powers told the New York Times in 2009. The
school, he argued, should have the flexibility to consider other factors, such as musical talent or intent
to major in fields like engineering and architecture.
Four-fifths of the Fall2008 class at UT-Austin was
admitted under the Ten Percent Plan. If that trend
continued, Powers said, UT-Austin's class of 2013
would have consisted entirely of Ten Percent Plan
enrollees.
Powers initially proposed limiting automatic
admits at 50 percent of UT-Austin's incoming
class. After compromising with urban and rural
legislators whose constituents gained greater
access, Texas in 2009 capped automatic admits to
UT-Austin at 75 percent. UT-Austin today employs
not a Ten Percent Plan, but an Eight Percent Plan.
Ten Percent students still are entitled to automatic
admission to other public schools in the state,
including other campuses of the University of
Texas and Texas A&M.
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Powers frames his argument for restricting
automatic admissions toUT-Austin under the Ten
Percent Plan as a matter of educational autonomy.
In California v. Bakke (1978), Justice Powell's controlling opinion found this right-grounded in the ·
First Amendment-to be the constitutional foundation of a school's interest in a diverse student
body. This interest in diversity, the only acceptable
justification for consideration of race in university
admissions, was reaffirmed by a majority of the
Court in Grutter. But Powers's plea may also be
driven by economics.
As state appropriations become a smaller part
of UT-Austin's budget, the school has become
much more reliant on revenue from tuition. In
1984-85, 47 percent of UT-Austin's budget came
from state funding and another 12 percent from
the Permanent University Fund, derived from
state oil revenues and dedicated to higher education. Only 5 percent of UT-Austin's budget came
from tuition, which then was $446 a year for residents and $1,437 for nonresidents.
By 2011-12, state funding made up just 13
percent ofUT-Austin's funding, and another 9 percent came from the Permanent University Fund.
UT-Austin is actually fortunate in this regard; flagship schools in many other states receive a much
lower percentage of their budget from the legislature. Tuition-about $10,000 a year for residents
and, depending on the program, $31,000-$36,000
a year for nonresidents-now accounts for 25 percent ofUT-Austin's budget.
Implementation of the Ten Percent Plan at
UT-Austin correlates with a sharp decline in students who are not residents of Texas. In 1984-85,
12.7 percent of students attending UT-Austin were
out -of-state and another 6.8 percent international.
In 1995-96, before the Ten Percent Plan was
passed, 12.3 percent of students were out-of-state
and 7.5 percent international. By 2011-12, only
4.5 percent of students were out-of-state and 4.7
percent international. While the Ten Percent Plan
has produced a substantial increase in the number of Texas residents-from about 80 percent to
over 90 percent of the student body-it adversely
affects UT-Austin's tuition revenue. Under conditions of decreased state support, the most obvious
way for UT-Austin to raise needed revenue is to

increase enrollment of nonresidents to 1984-85
and 1995-96 levels. This would require limiting
the mandated admission of Texas residents under
the Ten Percent Plan.
Other flagship state universities across the
country confront similar tensions in attempts to
balance excellence and broad access. Last spring's
firing then reinstatement of President Teresa
Sullivan at the University of Virginia, allegedly
over the future of online courses; proposals to separate the Madison and Milwaukee campuses from
the rest of the University of Wisconsin system; de
facto privatization of many professional schools
(less than 25 percent of students at the University
of Michigan Law School are state residents, and
they pay tuition comparable to that of elite private
law schools); massive additional budget cuts in the
California and Pennsylvania systems-all these
provide further evidence of the decisions states
must now make. These conflicts likely constitute
the most formidable challenges facing current

Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels when he assumes the
presidency of Purdue University next January.
If state appropriations for public universities
continue to decrease, Texas and other states will
face a choice. They can support world-class, de
facto private universities attended by an increasingly out-of-state student body; somewhat
affordable public universities that continue to
provide residents broader access but to an increasingly depersonalized and devalued education; or a
hybrid system that awkwardly combines the worst
features of both. One way or another, students will
end up paying the price. 't

Frank J. Colucci is Associate Professor
of political science at Purdue University
Calumet.
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JANUARY 2009: FOR ANTHONY
Thirty Weeks

II

As if to herald your coming, miracles
on the nightly news. A woman gives birth
to octuplets: in California, her nursery
holds eight wooden cribs
for the preschool class
conceived in a lab and implanted
aboard the minuscule school bus
of her uterus.
A plane sets down on the Hudson.
Passengers of US Air 1459
stand on the aircraft's wings,
and though I know it's all physics
and well-trained flight attendants,
they walk on water.

II

II

I

I
I
I

In the frigid air of the Capitol steps,
a man born at the crossroads
of Kansas and Kenya
takes the oath of office. A historic first.
Next day, a historic secondthe man sworn in all over again
since the black robe bungled his lines.
These, Anthony, are the everyday
wonders that pass for news, and history,
that, inching toward the vanishing point
of time, all become trivia
or less, molecules, hydrogen and oxygen
rushing downriver to join the ocean.
If I have wisdom,
it's this: question miracles
and believe,
for you are one
and you aren't.

,,li

Brent Newsom
i
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Sizzling and Fryi ng
The A ll ures of Carthage in Richard Linklater's Bernie
Charles Andrews

S

AINT AUGUSTINE FAMOUSLY CONFESSED

that his student days in Carthage were
scorched by temptation. As Rex Warner
delightfully translates it, "all around me in my
ears were the sizzling and frying of unholy loves:'
Augustine's Carthage was a metropolis of the
ancient world, a seaport town on the Gulf of
Tunis where the urban virtues of education fused
with the vices of late adolescent desires. It sounds
rather similar to the experiences of college students today.
The Carthage, Texas of Richard Linklater's
latest film is a far cry from the metropolis
of its ancient namesake, but temptation and
vice are nonetheless its hallmarks. Based on
a Texas Monthly true-crime expose by Skip
Hollandsworth (who is credited as a co-writer on
the screenplay), Bernie is a small town murder
tale populated by wacky characters too diverse
and distinctive to be made up. Jack Black plays
Bernie Tiede, an assistant funeral home director
beloved by the folk of the small East Texas town
because of his mellifluous voice, his care for the
bereaved, and his shrewd business sense. All of
these gifts are admired, and Bernie is something
like a town mascot despite his not-quite-closeted
homosexuality. Perhaps his greatest service to the
town-which is problematically linked to both
his sexuality and his entrepreneurship-is his
befriending of recent widows. Even the obstreperous octogenarian millionaire Marjorie Nugent
(Shirley MacLaine) succumbs to Bernie's charms
and invites him to become her travel companion,
financial advisor, power of attorney, sole heir, and
house slave. Her demands reach such an intolerable crescendo that Bernie, in a blind rage, puts
four rounds in her back with an armadillo rifle
and stuffs her body into a chest freezer under
bags of steaks and peas.

The marvelous turn in the story, and the reason why Hollandsworth wrote his original essay,
is that the townspeople almost unanimously agree
with Bernie that Marjorie was better off dead. In
the months following Marjorie's "disappearance;'
Bernie extends her generosity to the entire town,
building up businesses, baseball teams, and the local
theater. Only the self-righteous, self-promoting
district attorney Danny Buck Davidson (Matthew
McConaughey) seems to recognize that an innocent woman is dead. In several scenes, Danny Buck
sits in a diner delivering exasperated speeches
about justice over food so deep-fat fried that even
the pie is brown and crispy. His crusade is rebuffed
by all the listeners who assure him that if they were
put on a jury they would certainly vote for acquittal. Danny Buck is a smug blowhard in a ten-gallon
hat, as much of a villain as Marjorie herself, but
neither the victim nor the DA are entirely demonized. Partly this has to do with casting MacLaine
and McConaughey whose movie-star sheen blends
with the obvious pleasure they take from being
insufferable. Linklater pulls our sympathies in
two directions here: toward the absolute justice
of Danny Buck and toward the alluring justice of
Carthage, where nice people should be excused a
mild bit of murder if the victim is a battle axe.
Bernie's premise has an all too familiar
"ripped from the headlines" quality, full of the
stock-in-trade ballyhoo of bottom-feeding tabloid television. But this sensational content gives
Linklater an engaging challenge, to imbue the
proceedings with enough humor that they are not
maudlin and enough pathos that they are not simply satirical. Early in the film, one of the characters
explains the geographical personalities of the "five
regions of Texas:' There is, for instance, the "carcinogenic coast" of the Gulf and the all-but-ignored
panhandle of the North. Central Texas, we learn,
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is the Republic of Austin, known for "hairy-legged
women and liberal fruitcakes:' For good measure,
Linklater illustrates this geography lesson with a
cartoon map showing a guitar, a peace sign, and a
pot leaf. The pride of Texas, for this Carthaginian,
is of course East Texas where a "pine cone
curtain" shelters the best from the rest. In interviews, Linklater has claimed an affinity with East
Texas, but his lengthy tenure as an Austin-based
independent filmmaker and his erudite slacker
sensibilities may have more connection with the
liberal fruitcakes than the chain-smoking, faketanned homophobes he chronicles. A question
that remains throughout this film is how much
has Linklater escaped the condescension of the
Christopher Guest-style mockumentary. Though
he never resorts to demonizing the unpleasant
characters like Marjorie and Danny Buck, he also
never avoids courting laughter at the Podunk residents and their ebullient naivete.
If indeed the film rises above sniggering its
way through the goofy outrageousness of its plot
and characters, this may have to do with the inventiveness of its form. Like many of Linklater's films,
Bernie is formally adventurous without being
merely flashy or avant-garde just for the sake
of style. His early works like Slacker (1991) and
Dazed and Confused (1993) were loose ensemble
pieces in the "walking and talking" genre that
Linklater helped pioneer as a guiding voice in the
independent film boom of the 1990s. He never
finished college and made several short movies on
Super-8 film to hone his skills. His ultra-low budget (he financed Slacker for $23,000), auto-didactic
style influenced many other young filmmakers of
the 1990s. In films like Tape (2001) and the series
Before Sunrise (1995) and Before Sunset (2004),
the stories unfold in something close to real-time,
experimenting with the audience's perceptions
of temporality and narratives confined by short
times and small spaces. Waking Life (2001) and A
Scanner Darkly (2006) manipulated the viewer's
sense of reality through rotoscoping-shooting
live actors on digital video and then using a crew
of animators to draw over every frame. The former
is a moody, hazy, dreamlike movie about dreams,
and the latter a remarkably faithful adaptation of
Philip K. Dick's sci-fi druggie culture parable. In
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both cases the experimental form matches the content well enough to avoid being merely gimmicky.
There are several noteworthy experimental
qualities to Bernie which, by and large, avoid simple cutesiness. Intertitles throughout the film create
transitions by asking questions ("Who is Bernie?";
"Was Bernie gay?"). These frames generate an

additional layer of whimsy, akin to the playfulness
·ofJean-Pierre Jeunet's films (Delicatessen, Amelie).
This comic tone walks a fine line between haughty
irony and gentle bemusement, but overall lightens
the mood of the plot. At no point does Bernie dive
into the grim fatalism of film noir despite a storyline that sixty years ago could easily have enticed
Billy Wilder.
In another of Linklater's subtly experimental choices, the film is peppered with a chorus of
talking heads offering their colorful insights about
small-town Texas life and the specifics of Bernie
Tiede's case. Many of the actors playing these roles
are from the town of Carthage, and a few are even
the real people who were involved with the case.
This blending of fiction and documentary fits

Linklater's subject, a true story so bizarre that it
sounds fictional. Linklater has toyed with this distinction before in his semi-fictional film version of
Eric Schlosser's muckraking best-seller Fast Food
Nation (2006) and in one of his first Hollywood
films, The Newton Boys (1998) which told the story
of real-life brothers who robbed banks in Texas.
Though the film mostly portrays the brothers'
exploits, it concludes with interviews of the "boys"
in their twilight years having outlived their prison
sentences and remaining largely unrepentant. The
Newton Boys is the work in Linklater's oeuvre most
similar to Bernie, but the newest film goes further
by confusing the distinction between documentary and fictional filmmaking. This experiment
owes something of a debt to Errol Morris, the great
documentary filmmaker whose works such as The
Thin Blue Line, Vernon Florida, and Tabloid use
first-person interviews to investigate true-crime,
the deep South, and sensationalist American
media. But Linklater takes a unique approach by
fusing re-enactment, actual interviews, and improvisation to cleverly distort our sense of realism.
Another, less-remarked upon experimental
element in Bernie is the fact that the film is covertly
a musical. There are half a dozen gospel numbers,
showtunes, or hymns sung by Jack Black, many
of which are injected into the film to create ironic
and humorous contrasts between the settings and
the lyrics. One of Jack Black's first successes in the
entertainment industry was his partnership with
Kyle Gass in the band Tenacious D, a comedic,
acoustic-driven tribute to Satanic death-metal in
the spirit of Dio and Slayer. With School of Rock
(2003), Linklater and screenwriter Mike White
conceived of a structure that allowed Jack Black to
do his best parodic rockstar posturing, but Bernie
provides an even slyer outlet for Black's audacious
charms. The soundtrack for the movie becomes a
flipside of the Tenacious D universe where semiironic odes to Jesus replace the Satanic riffs. All of
the sung music is diegetic, occurring in the world
of the characters themselves-singing in church, at
funerals, or on the community-theater stage. But
there is also a consistent presence of non-diegetic
music, unheard by the characters. As Bernie
shudders through a session of folding Marjorie's
laundered undergarments, we hear Graham

Reynolds's rendition of "What a Friend We Have
in Jesus;' and the murder itself is accompanied by
"0 Sacred Head Now Wounded:' These musical
accents are partly a joke, but also partly a reminder
of how thoroughly Christian Bernie's world is.
The movie's gospel undercurrent is handled
in the same winking, semi-ironic way that everything else is, and for the same reasons is open to
charges that it receives mere condescension from
the Republic of Austin. But the alternative interpretation is that the smirking, "will you get a load of
this?" tone leaves open a space for fascination with
these characters. Linklater has been interested in
doing this movie for well over a decade and his handling of these cartoonish people displays sympathy
that refuses to be entirely snide or bitterly satirical.
We are compelled to see Bernie's choices, criminal
and immoral though they are, as choices not unlike
ones we might make ourselves in his position.
Among the temptations that troubled
Augustine in Carthage was the allure of theater
which stimulated emotions but lacked real content.
Bernie's troubles are a bit less arcane and contemplative, but the theater is still a devilish lure. He
spends Marjorie's money on expensive tickets to
Les Miserables (which Danny Buck ridicules by
pronouncing phonetically and with a drawl) and
on producing garish plays in Carthage. And, after
Marjorie's "incident;' he performs the role of generous caretaker, lying to family and accountants about
Marjorie's health. Bernie's character is undone by
his own temptations, his desire for a high life that
requires little personal sacrifice (except, of course,
the travails of the personal assistant to a petty,
controlling woman). He is ultimately undone by
the mountain of lies he cannot lift and by the East
Texan Javert who dogs him. The unholy loves that
sizzle and fry in Bernie's ears may differ in specifics from those of Linklater, his audience, and the
townsfolk of Carthage, but the sympathy felt by
all toward this unlikely protagonist are based in
some large part upon a mutual recognition of illicit,
secretive allures. ;-

Charles Andrews is an Associate Professor of
English at Whitworth University.
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DAY OF THE DEAD, MICHOACAN
She takes me to a cemetery over roads
lined with stone walls that lilting flowers top
and spill over, bougainvilleas
battling the wind. We discuss hair
and its embellishments because she's
in beauty school and wants
to brush and color me.
I'd rather she loan me her clothes,
add red to my lips,

I

II

and I'll be plush and flit
around the moonlit, somber tombs.
Isn't this a holiday? Where are the pumpkins?
I'm bored with walking, so she pulls out
our snack: cookies shaped like skulls
with proper, frosted namesthe hairless, sugared heads of relatives.
I taste the icing of a crumbling
brow-not bad-of someone she says
I'll meet tonight. The person in my teeth
melts like a wafer, an accepted
invitation to the party later, to meet
the baldness of death, as the wind
nudges us up to the cemetery, running
its tongue around my head.

Jeffrey Galbraith

-- . --
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Should I Stay or Should I Go?
J.D. Buhl

C

ITY OF REFUGE" BEGINS WITH THE SIMPLE

statement, "I got a mother, I got a father."
Then it gets weird.

Diamond lace and stark white collar
She looks good, he makes the dollars
And I'm free to do what I wanna
What does she wanna do? Run, run, run.

path as something of a folklorist and pop singer.
Her first solo album, the old-timey Song of the
Traveling Daughter (Nettwerk Records 2005),
included songs in Chinese and an instrumental medley of American and Chinese folk tunes.
These influences follow her into the city of refuge where she makes music with members of
the Turtle Island Quartet, My Morning Jacket,

Momma's got a lover, poppa thinks he's
sober
Pray on my knees the clouds keep rolling
over
Torn diamond lace, booze on his collar
They never ask if the secrets pull me under
While it should be momma and poppa who seek
salvation in the city of refuge, it is the girl who
sings "I gotta run" to that place "where everyone is made new I Where our burdens lay in the
town where we came from:'
She'll find a crowd ahead of her. Abigail
Washburn's 2011 album City of Refuge (Rounder
Records) is full of people shaking off chains, following train tracks, hitching rides to Juneau, or
headed down the frontage road off Highway 3.
By the record's end they are all gathered around
"God's great Divine Bell" singing the old hymn
"Bright Morning Stars." The eight songs that suggest the stories of how they got there-and what
set them running-are fascinating for their concision, their attitude, their love of life and the
unknown, and especially for their sound.
Washburn is a hushed, harsh vocalist and
clawhammer banjo player who leads the acoustic
Sparrow Quartet. Fluent in Chinese, she graduated from college with an Asian Studies degree
and intended to study law in Beijing, but found
the music there so interesting that she forged a

the Decemberists, and Old Crow Medicine
Show, along with guitarist Bill Frisell and some
of her regular Chinese collaborators. This ain't
bluegrass. The sound most evokes Brian Wilson
Presents Smile-the 2004 through-performance
of that now officially-released lost album-with
Mongolian melodic touches.
The recording opens and closes with the
sounds of real seekers of refuge, those of children
affected by the Sichuan earthquake of 2008, from
field recordings Washburn made herself. But in
that imagined city, the sad rich girl sings, there is
a mother and there is a father.
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Adam's on the roof and Eve is in the gutter
Eden's on the far side where the circle
started
To run with the Gods you gotta run harder
And so she keeps running. "She's looking for
something;' a second voice sings. "She's spinning
and circling:' This voice is cleaner, purer, a little
less wary. "She's reckless, she's pining, and she's
lost, lost, lost:'
hat second voice belongs to another woman
whose third album also came out in 2011,
and whose music runs at a comparable
gait. Alela Diane & Wild Divine (Rough Trade)
presents a few more wandering souls and disappointed lovers headed toward the city of refuge.

T

The girl in "Desire;' who in the morning is
dressed for night, "looking like it's 1995;' is the
most noticeable, since this is the only song of the
ten that Alela sings in third-person. Elsewhere
she sings little of her own desire, but the lost one
in this 2:15 vignette hearkens to a sinister signal
intent upon detouring her from her destination:
"D.E.S.I.R.E. Can you hear it calling?" "It's hard
to help yourself when you don't know where to
begin;' Alela sings on her opener "To Begin":
It's the devil
It's the bull
It's the black of night
In your head-in your head!
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Oh, those voices in our heads spreading ignorance. They tell us where we belong and where
we don't, where we'll be accepted and where we
won't. In "Burn Thru;' Washburn's runner shouts
back at those voices, now in hot pursuit, 'Tm not
going down like you want me to:' The immigrant
in "Dreams of Nectar" believes the voices that say
she is free, only to find herself tired and worn in
"a land of fertile lies:' It is those same voices that
draw Alela's desire-ridden brunette into "wild
flight:'
There's nothing very wild about Wild Divine,
Alela's backing band; these cats, led by her father
and her husband, are strictly accompanists. Their
contributions are pleasurable, but there is no tension, nothing left unresolved. Alela didn't need
to form a band; she needed to meet a band. We
should hope for some chance encounter with
a truly wild gypsy group, or a producer's crazy
match-up with some slashing, crashing bunch of
guitar honchos looking for a divine good time.
Alela gives thanks to "the love of life and the
unknown" in her CD's booklet, but that unknown
is a pretty known one. She neither runs with the
gods nor runs hard. A challenging collaboration with a working band would force some real
unknown into her music, even some D.E.S.I.R.E.,
anything to keep her music from once again
sounding so familiar, so homey, so safe.
The album's last song, "Rising Greatness;'
begins with the too-fitting repeated lines, "At
the end of the day I The song I sing remains the
same:' She follows this admission with an even
more insightful observation, that while another
year has gone and she is older, 'Tve never been so
young anyway." Therein lies her appeal and a way
to view the sameness of her music. Alela Diane
has been a classic "old soul" since she sounded
like that "long gone grandma" collecting pieces
of string with a finger-wagging 'Til have you
know" on The Pirate's Gospel (Holocene Music),
her debut release in 2006. The album cover even
featured doilies. On that album, produced by her
father Tom Menig, the girl's own acoustic guitar presented every song; occasional bass, slide
banjo, and singing friends merely enhanced
the tracks. This was California country music
from Nevada City, music of sand and dirt and

ocean and sky and forests and fields and leaves
and weeds and rocks and bones and tired feet.
Her knack for nature imagery is as sure as her
eye for nature photography. Her voice was not
mournful, but it was plaintive-and pretty. Her
simple alto did not suggest girlishness or rampant naivete, though her lyrics sometimes did.
This older-than-her-years tone was perfected
on To Be Still (Rough Trade, 2009), an album
that earned its "Folk" genre designation while
suggesting something more. Perhaps, then, Alela
Diane & Wild Divine is meant to be a "Rock"
album. The detailed nature imagery so abundant
on its predecessors has been trimmed back to
make room for more general writing. Alela plays
on only half the songs, instead she acts as lead
vocalist against the backdrop of guitars/bass/
drums/keys and something for color, say a pedal
steel or mandolin. Those vocals, once so lightly
plaintive, are here just plain-and predictable. If
there is another note to hit in her descent, she'll
hit it; if there is an expected vocal gesture to fit
in before its end, she'll fit it in. And her favorite
vocal gesture, a flipping of words or line-endings
into a hillbilly sigh, made aural sense when there
was less going on; here, amidst such full arrangements, it smacks of affectation.
In the books of Numbers and Joshua, a city
of refuge-the destination for any "manslayer"was less a place of acceptance than a place one

had better stay having been received. To assure
his safety, a killer had to remain in his sanctuary
until the death of the high priest who allowed
him within its gates. If he left any sooner, any
man could take his life and not be guilty of manslaughter, "because he should have remained in
his city of refuge."
The necessity of waiting, of staying where
one belongs, settles both these albums. "This
world's gone wrong and it won't be long 'til
man must fall;' sings Washburn with conviction. The gospel twang of her runners asks,
"How loud must be the sound to turn this world
around;' as they await the ringing of that heavenly instrument. Then "[they'll] pay no mind to
that earthly chime when [they] hear that Divine
Bell." Meanwhile, Alela Diane signs off from her
corner of the world with the warning, "There is
danger in what we know:' But there is good, too,
she reminds us-and everyone fleeing for a city
of refuge-"there is good I there is good I there
is still good:' t

J. D. Buhl extends great thanks to Rebecca
Soo, Casady School Class of 2015, for serving as copyeditor on this piece.
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On the Origin of Interfaith
Laughter Night
Thomas C. Willadsen

P

LANNING

MY

COMMUNITY's

ANNUAL

interfaith Thanksgiving gathering brought
me some surprises. My hope for the event
was that it would include a wide variety of religious
traditions, and in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, variety can
be hard to find. Eighty percent of Wisconsinites
are either Lutheran or Roman Catholic. I started
by meeting leaders of different faiths for coffee.
First I met Saad at Starbucks. Saad is a member of a small Islamic group in town. We drank
our coffee and found that we have a lot of things
in common. Both of us:
are married,
drink coffee,
are in our mid-forties,
have kids in public schools,
work too many hours,
graduated from Big Ten schools,
grew up in places that start with P. [Saad's
from Pakistan, I'm from Peoria.],
we are both active in faith communities.
And both of our faith communities bought
funeral homes! In the case of my congregation,
we were fortunate to have the money to buy the
funeral home that had been next door to our
building since 1915. They were losing business
because they did not have an onsite crematorium.
They built a new, modern facility on the far side of
town, and my congregation bought their building,
tore it down, and now we have "The Green Space"
for congregational events.
Saad's community bought a funeral home that
was underused. It is on a busy street, across from
a high school. The neighbors were very anxious
about the Muslims moving in. The neighbors did
not want to hear car doors slamming. Apparently
people who attend funerals do not slam their car
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doors, but who knows about Muslims? The pastor
of a church down the street from the funeral home
raised questions about drainage. In recent years,
Oshkosh has suffered several flash floods; drainage is on everyone's mind. Still, I was baffled why
the pastor thought this was a reason to block Saad's
community from purchasing the funeral home.
"Do Muslims drain differently from Christians?"
I wondered. There really is not a polite way to ask
that question.
After spending two hours with Saad, we both
decided to head home to our families. As I was
putting on my jacket I said, "Saad, I've laughed a
lot tonight. Are you always this funny?"
"Well, my wife does not think so:'
"Neither does mine! There's something else
we have in common!"
A few days later I met a Witch for lunch. I had
never met a Witch before, though I am pretty sure
that my high school English teacher who assigned
Ivanhoe over Christmas break qualifies. I was not
apprehensive about meeting a Witch, but I had my
doubts about this particular religious tradition.
Do Witches go to seminary? Are they licensed,
accredited, ordained? As we tucked into our quesadillas and started to get to know each other, she
said, "We tell jokes about ourselves:'
Snap! In that instant her tradition became
authentic to me, and I trusted my new friend. We
had a great time meeting each other. Before we
returned to our offices, we wrote a joke together.
A Presbyterian minister and a Witch walk
into a bar.
Minister says, "Gimme a brew:'
Witch says, "That's my line!"
I was puzzled that telling jokes at one's expense
validated this religious tradition in my mind. It is

not a conclusion that makes obvious sense. As I
pondered this idea for the next few days I came
up with some theories. People who can tell jokes
about themselves can see themselves from other
perspectives. They understand that to others their
beliefs might seem nutty, and in acknowledging
their own nuttiness they allow others to be nutty
in their own ways. They are
confident with their beliefs,
but also tolerant and accepting of the beliefs that others
hold. I like to think of this as
38 Special Theology, as those
wild-eyed Southern rock
star theologians sang in the
1980s, people who can take
a joke "hold on loosely" to
their identity, leaving themselves room to grow.
Being able to laugh at
oneself is the best antidote
to fanaticism. Usually when
religion is in the news it is
because of the actions of
individuals who are certain
that they are both right and
righteous. It is not their sense
of righteousness, but their
certainty that makes their
religion dangerous. I'm pretty sure no one ever
shouted, "I could be wrong!" before detonating
his backpack of explosives in a crowded market or
setting fire to a stack of holy books.
As I met leaders of other faith traditions in
my community, I started to expect that we would
laugh. I realized that laughter was a way to build
connections with people. After we had laughed
together over coffee we were ready to plan our
community's Thanksgiving festival. Laughter has
subtle power to bring people together. Laughter's
power can be used to harm others. Everyone has
known the pain of being laughed at as opposed
to laughed with. Ridicule and mocking can be as
hurtful as verbal abuse so humor must be used

carefully, even gently. But when used well, humor
does so much good.
We held the Thanksgiving event at the Grand
Opera House in downtown Oshkosh. It is a beautiful building, an architectural gem. It is the only
building on the National Register of Historic
Places that was once a pornographic movie theater. (In a small town one
takes one's distinction where
one can.) Since "the Grand"
is owned by the city, it is no
one's sacred space. A week
before the event the Grand's
community-relations staffer
called me and asked if he
should open the concession
stand.
"Wow, I don't know,
that's really complicated;' I
began. "See, I am not sure any
priests will be taking part,
and since this is an interfaith
gathering ... wait, did you say
'confession' or 'concession'?"
"Concession:'
We managed to assemble
leaders from eleven different
faith communities on stage at
the Grand, without concessions or confessions.
More than two hundred people attended the
festival on a night when "wintry mix" was falling.
The Thanksgiving festival was the foundation on
which Interfaith Laughter Night was built. f

The Rev. Thomas C. Willadsen is pastor
of First Presbyterian Church, Oshkosh,
Wisconsin. This column is an excerpt from his
recent book OMG! LOL!: Faith and Laughter
available in September 2012 from Gemma
Publishing (Reprinted with permission).
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PASSENGER SEAT
Because I forget that the signs
mean kilometers, not miles, we
find ourselves a little lost
in Canada, heading toward
Torontonot where we mean
to be at all. I say "a little" lost
because we have
a gizmo that we have resisted
programming and still
resist, preferring to wrestle
with the creases and folds
of the paper map.
It's not like we haven't been here before,
not like this is new
territory. We know the lay
of the land and the language, if not
the very road we are on.
We are more dazed than concerned,
unfazed, a bit removed. We would rather
drive on than speak-or joke
about the stupid mistake
I made that put us heading toward
a place we'd never
planned to return to.

Mary M. Brown

j
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Desert Fathers
Chris Matthis

A

POSTCARD CAME IN THE MAIL. IT WAS

of Salvation Mountain, a painted pile of
junk and debris in the California desert.
Constructed of concrete, adobe, deadwood, and
scrap metal, Salvation Mountain stands over three
stories tall, painted over with pictures of flowers,
hearts, Bible verses, and the word "love:' Words
painted on a large, red heart read, "Jesus, I'm a
sinner. Please come upon my body and into my
heart:' And atop the mountain, beneath a partlycloudy sky, is a wooden cross.
Charles, one of the members at my former
congregation, sent me the postcard after making a pilgrimage to the site. When he returned to
Colorado after his snowbird months in Arizona,
he could not help but speak of what he had seen
and heard. "This man, Leonard Knight, built the
whole thing himself' "He used over 100,000 gallons of paint:' "He lives off sandwiches and other
donations that people bring him:' "He doesn't
charge a thing-just asks that people give him
more paint:' And finally, "This man, Leonard, he
devoted his entire life to Jesus Christ. Now, isn't
that something?"
Yes, isn't it now. Leonard "devoted his entire
life to Jesus:' But isn't that also what I have done as
a Christian pastor? And isn't that what all believers
do when they live out their vocations as godly callings from the Lord Jesus to serve their neighbors?
I must admit, I was skeptical about Leonard
Knight. Is Salvation Mountain more shrine or
environmental disaster? Admittedly, I haven't
visited Salvation Mountain personally, even
though the official website encourages me to do
so: "Salvation Mountain must be seen to be fully
appreciated as those who have made the journey
will attest:' One famous visitor is actor-director
Sean Penn, although to the best of my knowledge
he remains unconverted.

At Charles's insistence, I watched A Lifetime
of Childlike Faith, a thirty-minute DVD about
Leonard's life. The interviews with Leonard only
reinforced my belief that Salvation Mountain
isn't quite as grand as some would believe. Since
1984, Leonard has lived out of his truck, camping
by the man-made mountain. The septuagenarian is lean and long-limbed with skin leathered
by the sun and desert wind. He is a simple man,
and his simple proclamation sounds a lot like the
Bible-thumping, fundamentalist preachers I heard
growing up in Pentecostal churches-except that
Leonard says it more gently with a smile.
But how much good has he actually done
for anyone by building his monumental mess
in the middle of the desert? How many people
have come to faith and been saved by the big, red
heart? How many hungry people have been fed
or poor people clothed by Leonard and his desert
monstrosity? To me the Mountain seems like the
inevitable aberration of Christian pop culture and
misdirected Evangelical fervor. But perhaps I am
not a true believer.
Leonard's story reminds me of Saint Simeon the
Stylite. Simeon lived in Egypt during the later years
of the Roman Empire. After Emperor Constantine
converted to Christianity, the formerly outlawed
religion became chic, and everyone who was anyone got baptized in order to curry favor with the
court. As Christianity became mass culture and
ho-hum, many new believers seemed to be trying
on the faith for size rather than living the life of
fully-devoted disciples. And so Simeon longed for
a hermetic existence in the desert, away from the
world, away froin the hustle and bustle of city life
in Alexandria and those who were uninitiated into
the deeper realities of Christian faith.
So, like Leonard Knight, Saint Simeon retreated
to the desert. He lived in the cleft of a cave until
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an audience of admirers and pressing pilgrims
drove him even further out into the wilderness.
This time Simeon built a style, an eight-foot pole
with a little platform on top. Perched atop his style,
Simeon ate, slept, and prayed for the remainder of
his life. His strange antics attracted the attention
of other desert monks, and word spread about the
acrobatic, weather-worn squatter. Soon Simeon
could not escape the throngs of people asking him
for advice and prayer. A ladder was constructed,
and people ascended and descended to bring him
food and deliver letters from the emperor and faraway bishops. So much for getting away!
Simeon
seemed
to
inspire
and
amaze everyone who met
him.
But
what did the
Stylite actually
accomplish?
How did his
sitting serve his
neighbor? Was
he not much
like stuntman
and illusionist
David Blaine,
who for forty
days and nights
was suspended
over the River Thames in a Plexiglas box, eating
and sleeping on display?
As a Christian pastor, I wonder why so many
people are inspired by men like Leonard Knight
and Simeon. What is it about our world that
half-crazed desert prophets still capture our imaginations? Why can't we find purpose and sense the
holiness in the regular routines into which God
calls us? As a Lutheran, I cannot ignore Martin
Luther's infamous and witty wisecracks against the
monks of his own day. Doesn't a mother changing
a dirty diaper do a better work than the monk who
crawls around praying in his cowl all day?
According to Luther's theology of vocation, we are more likely to encounter God hiding
behind the face of our neighbor who needs our
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service than we are in a monastery or the desert.
Our vocations are "masks" that God uses to veil
his glory as we encounter him in the ordinary,
everyday world of parenting, teaching, banking,
cooking, preaching-or whatever work God has
given us.
Only by leaving the monastery and entering
the university as a professor of theology did Luther
begin to "make a difference" in the world. Rather
than camping out on a man-made mountain or
perching on a style in the desert, we must seek
God where he has promised to be found: in our
neighbors' needs. As Jesus says in the Parable of
the Sheep and
the
Goats,
"Truly, I say to
you, as you did
it to one of the
least of these
my brothers,
you did it to
me"
(Matt.
25:40, ESV).

But
my
friend, Pastor
John Thieme,
insists
that
the Christian
Church needs
both "monks"
and
"missionaries" to
maintain the tension between the cultic and evangelical dimensions of our faith. These are not literal
monastics and evangelists, but special "bents"
within the body of believers. We need "monks;'
that is, people who pray, worship, and reflect on
the deeper theological truths of the faith. Loving
God with all their mind, they have much to teach
us. But we also need "missionaries" with evangelical fervor who constantly remind us of the urgency
to go and make disciples (Matt. 28:19), leading us
into fields white for harvest. Most of us in between
struggle to thrive at either of these poles. Both are
necessary.
Perhaps we pew-sitters and "pulpiteers" could
use a few Simeons and Leo nards (along with the
Wesleys and Billy Graham) to teach us how to

pray. A little solitude and sanctuary could do us
all a bit of good. In Chaucer's Canterbury Tales
everyone from a serial wife to a cook, a knight,
a miller, a merchant, a lawyer, and a priest were
counted among those "folk" who "long to go on
pilgrimage:'
And even Jesus the Son of God sought out
lonely places to pray and meditate without the
demands of the pressing crowds (Matt. 14:13;
Mark 1:45; Luke 5:16). Without such retreats, the
ever-human Jesus might have burnt out. I too have
been blessed by camping for a few days at mountain
lakes or hiking alone to pray and clear my head.
In fact, during college, while on a retreat with my
InterVarsity chapter to the Upper Peninsula and
shores of Lake Huron, I finally decided to "give in"
to my soul's urging to go to seminary and become
a pastor. There's nothing like cold, gray water and
shivering pines-or desert sands-to stir your
soul into action.
But such retreats are just that-retreats.
Rather than surrender to the solitude, they are
brief reprieves to refresh us before the return to
community and the loving service to which God
calls us. When, after a hard day's work, Jesus' disciples interrupted his prayers in a lonely place and
complained, "Everyone is looking for you!" Jesus
replied, "Let us go on to the next towns, that I may
preach there also,for that is why I came out" (1 :3 738). Jesus didn't come to pray, but to preach. He
spent time in prayer so he would be empowered
to preach the Good News.
Christians often say, "We are in the world, but
not of if' That's true. The Church is truly ekklesia, literally, "called out" of the world. But we are
not called to form a Christian club or operate as
lone rangers in the wilderness around Salvation

Mountain. We are called out of the world, then
sent back into it. We are sent for the world with
the saving message of Jesus' love and forgiveness.
''As the Father has sent me;' Jesus says, "even so
I am sending you" (John 20:21). He sends us to
our schools, office cubicles, and the grocery store,
bearing in us the light of Christ and his love. As
we go about our daily lives, we bear Christ in us,
bringing him to everyone we meet, most often
without realizing it. Usually, it is by accident that
you "let your light shine before others, so that they
may see your good works and give glory to your
Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 5:16).
I must admit that monks like St. Simeon and
Leonard Knight have something to offer, even if
I struggle to grasp what it may be. But ordinarily, we best love our neighbor by doing what God
enables us to do here and now with our time and
talents. Christ calls us to our various vocations to
serve him by serving others. The banker, butcher,
and businesswoman have just as much to do for
the Kingdom of God as the preacher in the pulpit
or the desert monk-maybe more. On any given
Sunday, as I look out upon my parishioners, I
behold a mighty force for the Kingdom of God.
When we work and play where God plants us,
our entire life becomes one of devoted service to
Christ. Now, isn't that something? Indeed it is. '!'f-

Chris Matthis is the pastor of Epiphany
Lutheran Church in Castle Rock, Colorado.
A large butte and horse pasture are visible through his office window-his own
Salvation Mountain?
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Reviewed in this issue ...
EricW. Gritsch's Martin Luther's Anti-Semitism
Lauren Winner's Still
Kathleen Norris's Acedia and Me

I

N THIS VOLUME, ERIC GRJTSCH, PROFESSOR

Emeritus of Lutheran Theological Seminary
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, examines what
Luther had to say about the Jews. At first, there
were some bright spots. Luther's 1523 treatise,
"That Jesus Christ was Born a Jew;' encouraged
Christians to "remember that we are but Gentiles,
while the Jews are of the image of Christ. We are
aliens and in-laws;
they are blood
relatives,
cousins, and brothers
of our Lord" (64).
Christians should
be guided by "the
law of Christian
love. We must
receive them cordially, and permit
them to trade and
work with us"
(65). But by 1543,
Luther was calling for burning
synagogues, confiscating Jewish books, revoking safe conduct, and
requiring Jews to do manual labor.
As the subtitle of his book indicates, Gritsch's
outlook reflects that of Heinrich Bornkamm, who
wrote in Luther and the Old Testament that Luther's
anti-Semitism was "neither in harmony with the
core of his theology nor with the stance of the
Apostle Paul regarding the relationship between
Jews and Christians. Consequently, Luther's attitude to the Jews is against his better judgment"
(138). The principal way in which Luther violated
his better judgment was by concluding in the late
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1530s, after he had heard reports of Jewish proselytizing, that the Jews were under God's judgment.
Luther had repeatedly argued against appeals to
the "hidden" God, but at this moment his conclusions about God's judgment moved beyond
what had been revealed. In violation of his own
better judgment, he claimed to know the hidden
will of God. Gritsch also cites the 1964 Danish
L0gumkloster Report
that criticized Luther
MARTIN LuTHER's ANTIfor going against
SEMITISM: AGAINST His
his better judgment.
BETIER JUDGMENT
It pointed out that
Luther had opposed
Eric W. Gritsch
any kind of "theology
Eerdmans, 2012
of glory" that viewed
172 pages
God in terms of
$25.00
might and triumph,
but in his later writReviewed by
ings about the Jews
he no longer left the
Darrell Jodock
future
in God's hands.
Gustavus Adolphus
There "a theology of
College
glory does break in"
(119).
Luther's stance in the 1540s went against his
better judgment in other ways. He had earlier
argued that governments had no authority over
the religious lives of individuals; belief was beyond
the limits of temporal authority and was to be a
matter of persuasion, not coercion. He also had
argued that governments should not confiscate
books. What seems to have aroused his heightened
opposition to the Jews was news that he began to
receive in 1538 that Jews and Sabbatarians were
seeking converts. This behavior violated a view
held by many in his day-a view Gritsch does not

discuss very fully-that, even if an unorthodox
private belief could be tolerated, the government
had the responsibility to regulate public preaching.
When a government failed to carry out this function, Luther tried to jar it back into action.
The book contains three chapters. The first
is an essay on "anti-Semitism:' Gritsch explores
the complexity of the term and its linkages with
racism. For the author, "anti-Semitism" is essentially an irrational hatred of, hostility toward,
or prejudice against the Jews. Because Luther's
stance went beyond a calm theological judgment, Gritsch quite understandably dismisses
the claim of some other scholars that Luther
was "anti-Judaic" rather than "anti -Semitic"
(xi). But Gritsch's exclusive reliance on the
concept of "anti-Semitism" obscures an important distinction between "anti- Judaism" and
"anti-Semitism:' To be sure, the two concepts
overlap, and the effects of one are not necessarily less serious than the effects of the other, but
the distinction is still helpful. '~nti- Judaism"
operates in a religious framework. It rejects the
validity of a religion-of Judaism. In Luther's
case, it involved supersessionism, the idea that
Christianity had superseded Judaism and that
the latter was a thing of the past. This theological
basis remained constant; it was present in 1523
as well as in 1543. On the other hand, modern
anti-Semitism has a racial basis. For it, Jews are
a malignant presence in society, whether they are
religiously observant or not. For anti- Judaism,
a Jew who converts ceases to be a problem. For
anti-Semitism, a Jew who converts is still a Jew.
My purpose is not to "save" Luther from the
charge of anti-Semitism, but to argue that the
distinction between "anti-Judaism" and "antiSemitism" is useful when understanding what
undergirded Luther's position and when sorting
out its relationship to the Holocaust. Even if he
misinterprets the Scriptures, Luther bases his
arguments on the Bible rather than racial theory.
By contrast, Nazi anti-Semites claimed the support of nineteenth-century racial interpretations
of history and early twentieth-century biological
science. This shift mattered, because, in the end,
removing "the malignancy" was only possible
with "the final solution:'

The second chapter is a survey of what Luther
had to say about the Jews. Gritsch begins with
Luther's biblical interpretation. Following and
intensifying a long interpretive tradition, Luther's
basic starting point was that Christ could be found
in the Old Testament. This led him "to distinguish
between the old pious Israel, with the promise
of salvation, and a Talmudic Judaism, cursed by
God for its rejection of Christ" (35). "This distinction between 'faithful Israel; known through the
prophets, and an anti-Christian Judaism is the
foundation of Luther's anti-Semitism" (35-36,
italics omitted). He thought rabbinic Judaism had
separated the commands from the promises of
God. The result was "a religion of self-righteous
legalism" (139). Whereas Paul had declared that
"all Israel will be saved;' Luther "ignored, indeed
rejected, Paul's 'eschatological reservation' for
Jewish-Christian unity (Rom. 11:25-32)" (140).
Luther could not believe that all Jews would be
converted. This "blocked Luther's better judgment, namely, that Paul was quite clear in his view
of the relationship between Jews and Christiansthey are kin in a never-ending covenant" (41). The
chapter goes on to sketch Luther's views from the
1520s through the 1540s. This chapter constitutes
almost one-half the book. It is a valuable chapter,
nicely done.
The third chapter traces the reception of
Luther's ideas throughout the history of Germany
from the Reformation to the twentieth century. To
oversimplify the story, Luther's views are called
into play during the nationalistic era of the 1880s
and again by the Nazis in the twentieth century.
Beyond that, his writings about the Jews are
largely ignored, even while anti-Semitism is kept
alive by other sources. Furthermore, as Gritsch
points out, with only one reference to the Jews in
the Lutheran Confessions, Luther's hostility did
not become part of normative Lutheranism.
Martin Luther's Anti-Semitism provides a helpful survey of Luther's statements about the Jews. It
neither whitewashes the story nor exaggerates the
influence of Luther's harsh words. The book also
provides a helpful summary of post-Reformation
developments. The author has done a service by
making the contents of this book available in a
single, up-to-date volume. t
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AUREN WINNER OPENED HER 2002 DEBUT

memoir, a conversion account entitled
Girl Meets God, with a breakup tale-her
account of a failed romance with another history
graduate student. "The only other person I have
fallen in love with that way is Jesus;' she wrote,
"and I hope that goes more smoothly. I hope I
remember, when I'm bored with Him, and antsy,
and sick of brushing my teeth next to the same
god every morning, I hope I remember not to
leave Him" (26). Well, the course of true love
never did run smooth. Ten years later, Winner
confides in Still: Notes on a Mid-Faith Crisis that
she got "bored with all things Christian" (121)
shortly before divorcing a man she describes
as "generous and friendly" (12) and "liked by
everyone he meets" (4). She writes:

STILL: NoTES ON A
MID-FAITH CRISIS

Lauren Winner
Harper One, 2012
244 pages
$24.99

ACEDIA AND ME:
A MARRIAGE,
MONKS, AND A
WRITER's LIFE

Kathleen Norris
Riverhead, 2008

I remember that I started feeling bored
in church at precisely the moment that
various Christians were telling me to do
something I felt I couldn't do, that is, stay
married. Maybe I evaded their instructions and my discomfort by going to
boredom. I couldn't quite bring myself
to say, to those Christian voices, "I reject
your authority".... So I distanced myself
from the whole thing: I'm bored. (125)
Winner's remarkable candor-in this passage
and elsewhere in Still-has earned the book N.T.
Wright's dust-jacket praise for being "an unusually
painful story, told with rare honesty by an unusually gifted writer:'
Winner is an unusually gifted writer. Many
of Still's images are fresh and surprising, and its
attention to language is noteworthy. Among
the book's most memorable passages is the brief
chapter entitled "loneliness, ii;' in which Winner
personifies the emotion that overtakes her on a
spring afternoon after her marriage has ended:
I tell loneliness to pull up a seat. I notice
she does not look so threatening after
all-she has a touch of the dowager about
her, actually. She is clutching a handbag
made of fat white beads, and she smells
of rose water. We sit next to each other
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, Reviewed by
Martha Greene
Eads
Eastern Mennon ite
University
on my screen-porch sofa, with its faded
hibiscus fabric and fraying wicker. I lean
back. I breathe .. .. I ask her what she has
for me. She takes a letter opener from her
bag, and tells me she can kill me if she
wants to. (59)
That passage's punch, the dagger thrust in the context of the comfortable, demonstrates Winner's
virtuosity as well as her verve.
Somehow, though, Still falls short-partly
because it is too short. Girl Meets God was theologically rich and dense with incident at 296 pages
before its endnotes. Many of its chapters would
function just fine-and have, in magazines and
anthologies- as stand-alone essays, although they
also work together effectively in the religious seasonal units Winner used to group them under
one cover. In contrast, Still weighs in at 198 pages,

quite a few of them blank or nearly so, and several of its consistently bite-sized chapters fail to
satisfy. Moreover, the book ends abruptly. Winner
indicates that she "wrote through eight different
structures" before opting for a "fairly loose threepart structure" (201). Loose, indeed; I felt startled
when I realized I'd finished the book, even though
Winner outlines her structural intentions in Still's
preface.
Perhaps the comparison between Girl Meets
God and Still is unfair; what Winner calls the
"middle" of her spiritual life can hardly contain
the excitement of a conversion romance and
honeymoon. She acknowledges to Mary Keangy
Mitchell in the seventeen-page interview that follows (and pads) the book that Still's later chapters
are "closer to pure reflection" than to narrative. "In
a sense;' she explains,
that movement [from more to less narration] follows, formally, what I understood
to be happening in my own spiritual life.
In the crisis moments, I was desperate
to narrate. As I moved somewhere else
spiritually, out of crisis and into a new
odd calm, I was more peaceably floating
through whatever else was happening.
I wanted to record moments, but not so
intently to tell stories. (213)
Unfortunately, floating just isn't very satisfying literary material.
A far more satisfying treatment of one
Christian's "middle" experience is Kathleen
Norris's Acedia and Me: A Marriage, Monks,
and A Writers Life (2008). While Still provides
an impressionistic snapshot of a young person
whose marriage died and whose faith nearly did
as well, Acedia and Me is the richly textured,
detailed portrait of an older believer who has
weathered both marital and spiritual storms.
While her book traces Christian understandings
of acedia, or spiritual apathy, from fourth -century
Greece to the present, Norris also explains that
the backdrop for her own struggle with acedia
was her marriage to a man who struggled for
years with suicidal depression. After recounting
many of their difficulties, she concludes, "It was

an honor to be with him as he dealt with addictions, a crippling guilt, and the difficulties caused
by his chronic procrastination" (258). Neither
minimizing the challenges nor gloating about
having maintained both her marriage and her
faith, Norris offers in Acedia and Me insight as

Acedia and Me is the richly

textured, detailed portrait of an
older believer who has weathered
both marital and spiritual storms.

well as an example for other Christians who find
themselves battling acedia.
Norris's study, which manages to be both
scholarly and meditative, summarizes acedia's
great temptation to duck out of difficulties:
There are situations, as in the case of
abusive relationships, when seeking
a change is the right course of action.
But often it is acedia that urges us, for
no good reason, to fantasize and brood
over circumstances in which we will be
affirmed and admired by more stimulating companions. Whatever the place of
our commitment-a monastic cell, a faith
community, a job, a marriage-well, [we
conclude] we are better off just walking
away. (25)
Winner insists that her own battle was
with boredom, not with acedia. "I would like to
dress up my own feelings with the more elegant
ennui, or the more spiritual-sounding acedia,
that state of spiritual listlessness and disengagement that the desert fathers described-but
even the impulse to use those words is part of
my effort to coat this tedium with the patina of
age and angst" ( 123). She has certainly resisted
one aspect of acedia that Norris describes, that
of convincing oneself that "acedia will make [her
Michaelmas 2012
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walking away] seem divinely inspired, perhaps
sanctioned" (25). In Still, Winner repeatedly
interrogates her decision to end her marriage,
shouldering all the blame for the break-up and
daring to consider that her period of spiritual
darkness was its result.
Although she does not mention Acedia and
Me in the body of Still, Winner acknowledges having read it and expresses appreciation for Norris
in Still's endnotes. I can't help but wish that she
had dealt more explicitly in her book with Acedia
and Me's implications-some of which she raised
a decade ago in Girl Meets God, contending that
"marriage is a school of sanctification .... there
is plenty of sanctification in the faithful, ordinary daily grind of lots of marriages" (279). I also
wish she'd followed Norris's example and written a meatier book-but maybe she was worn
out after completing her 2010 scholarly publication, A Cheerful and Comfortable Faith: Anglican
Religious Practice in the Elite Households of
Eighteenth-Century Virginia , which she describes
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(in charmingly self-deprecating terms) in Still
as "a book about colonial Virginia that one day
maybe six people will read" (50).
More people than that will read Still-those
struggling with their own dark nights of the soul,
those who admire Winner's earlier books, and those
who just wonder nosily what happened to her marriage. To most people looking for an intellectually
stimulating and spiritually challenging book about
the hardest work of loving and believing, however,
I would say, "Forget Winner on this topic-go
for the Norris:' Just today, though, after hearing a
young colleague speak about her own life experience, I found myself asking her over lunch, "Have
you read Lauren Winner's Still? I think it may really
speak to you:' In short, a few of us probably could
use both these books as we muddle through our
own romances with others and with God: Winner's,
when we need reminders of His faithfulness when
our own falls short; Norris's, to remind us of the
worthiness of our goal and to provide us with one
painful, beautiful account of getting there. 't
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